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Ray Smith's Decades Of Jazz played in the MUB last night as part of the Traditional Jazz
 
Series.(Kevin Morse photo) 
~ 
House committee tours sites 
By Bob Dawson 
On Saturday, eight members 
of the New Hampshire House 
Public Works Committee toured 
five campus locations all being 
considered as construc-
tion/ reconstruction/ renovation 
sites. 
The two and a half hour tour 
was led by UNH President 
Gordon Haaland, University 
System Vice Chancellor Eugene 
Savage, Dean of Student Affairs 
J. Gregg Sanb9rn, Executive 
Director of Facilities Services 
Pat Miller, and Director of 
Facilities Planning Skip De Vito. 
· Barton Hall was the first stop, 
where Thompson School Direc-
tor Lewis Roberts described the 
proposed addition and renova-
tion of the building. 
The $2.34 million plan is the 
number one priority item as 
determined by the Board of 
Trustees, and is one of two 'fast 
track' items on the priority list. 
(The other is phase II of Ply-
mouth State's energy conser-
vation project.) 
'Fast track' items, according 
to Savage , are those projects 
which have formal plans deve-
loped, and are ready to go to 
construction. By passing these 
projects early in the session, 
separate from the rest of the 
capital budget, the projects are 
completed earlier, and money 
will be saved. 
The governor divides projects 
into 'fast' and 'regular track' 
items in his Capital Works 
Speech at the beginning of each 
legislative session. 'Regular 
track' items must be passed with 
the rest of the state budget, 
according to Savage. 
The ·proposed constructi<;rn 
will add 15,500 square feet to 
the existing building, and will 
include a new foods lab, a 
cafeteria/ study lounge, drafting 
rooms, two classrooms, a semin-
ar room, an audio visual room, 
and supporting service areas and 
offices, according to the Uni-
versity System's '85-'87 Capital 
. Budget Request. 
The new building will be 
heated via a passive solar design, 
which will double as a work-
ing/ teaching tool. If approved, 
the construction could begin in 
May of this year, and the new 
addition could open by May of 
'86, Roberts said. The second 
stop of the day was the field 
house, the site of a proposed 
$2.8 million dollar renovation. 
RENOVATIONS, page 9 
Lottery will bump 
over 300 students · 
By Andrea Holbrook 
Approximately 310 to 315 on-
campus juniors and seniors will 
lose their housing for next 
semester because of the lottery, 
said Carol Bischoff, director of 
Residential Life. 
Cathy Chesney, Residential 
Life's housing coordinator said 
reasons for the lottery were: the 
abolition of lounge build-ups, 
elimination of triples and the 
fact that more upper classmen 
are choosing to stay on campus. 
In the lottery held two years ago, 
about 200 students were !ottered 
out. 
Residen.tial Life statistics 
show 3,013 applications for on-
campus housing next year were 
submitted. This figure does not 
include applications to be made 
by incoming freshmen. 
Biscj10ff and her staff esti-
mate that there will be 4,366 
undergraduate spaces available 
on campus. 
Nearly half of these spaces 
will be reserved for freshmen, 
while the remaining 2,226 are 
allocated for returning students. 
Bischoff said, "Freshmen who 
are now a part of the UNH 
housing system will be guaran-
teed housing for next year." 
"The 1,018 juniors and seniors 
who applied for on-campus 
housing will go through the 
normal lottery procedure," she 
said. 
"Resi-Life is taking risks 
anticipating cancellations" said 
Bischoff. "We're trying not to 
lottery out as many as possible." 
Undergraduates in Babcock 
Hall are also subject to the 
lottery, said Chesney. If more 
graduate students apply _for 
LOTTERY, page 9 
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Election stands, 
Guimont winner 
By W. Glenn Stevens 
The UNH Judiciary Commit-
tee ruled last night that last 
week's student trustee election 
was run properly and that no 
other election is necessary. Chris 
Guimont will stand as the UNH 
student trustee. -
The election was contested 
last Thursday by candidate Jeff 
Bennett on the grounds that it 
was run "improperly and un-
fairly" by the Student Senate. 
In particular, Bennett objected 
to the election because there was 
no ballot box present in Hud-
dleston Hall during the voting 
period. 
"The committee unanimously 
agreed that the absence of a 
ballot box in Huddleston Hall 
did not have a significant 
enough affect on the outcome 
of the election to hold another 
one,'-' said Chris Vrountas, Ju-
diciary Committee Chairman. 
"The outcome of the election 
was fair," said Election Com-
mittee Chairman Bill Robidoux. 
"The evidence presented did not 
outweigh the margin of the 
win," he said. 
The official results of the 
election are as follows: Guimont 
953 votes, 60.5 percent, Bennett 
472 votes, 30 percent, and Chris 
Heisenberg, 145 votes, 9.2 per-
cent. 
"I think that it was in the best 
interests of Jeff Bennett and the 
election committee that he 
contested the election," said. 
TRUSTEE, page 9 
This untitled work by Lisa Jayne Bernstein IS one of the many 
works on display in the MUB as part of Women's History 
Month.(Charles Smith Jr. photo) 
Committee r~ports 
V .P. choice today 
_By Jim Bumpus 
The UNH vice presidential 
search committee was scheduled 
to meet yesterday to choose 
from among five candidates for 
the position of UNH Vice 
President for Student Affairs. 
Search Committee Chairper-
son Donald Wilcox, UNH his-
tory profe&sor, said the com-
mittee will give its 
recommendations to President 
Gordon Haaland today. 
Wilcox said the candidates 
were judged on their experience, 
the way they responded to the 
campus, and "how sensitive they 
were to the .peculiarities of the 
campus." 
Applicants from whom the 
seven person search committee 
was scheduled to choose are: 
Myron Henry, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences at 
SEARCH, page 18 
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Discusslon marks International Women's Day 
By Kris S_now 
In South Africa, apartheid 
policies often prevent black 
women from seeing their hus-
bands more than once a year. 
In West Germany, women 
have had legal equality since 
1949. 
And in the Philippines, wom-
en of the middle and upper 
classes face little career discrim-
ination, but men continue to 
dominate leadership positions. 
Jhere are just three of the 
statements a three women panel 
made last Friday in a discussion · 
entitled "International Pers-
pectives on the Women's Move-
ment." 
The 90-minute presentation 
to about 40 people in the MUB's 
Hillsborough-Sullivan room 
featured Barbara Brown a Bos-
con Uuivc1:,iLy and Wcllc.slcy 
College Educator, and UNH 
faculty members Patsy Schwei-
kart and Carolyn Watkins. 
Brown, who is a member of 
the South African Solidarity 
Committee of Massachusetts, 
told the audience that in South 
Africa, celebrating International 
Women's Day "is not easy." 
Last year, B.r:own said, women 
marking the event there were 
arrested for trying to overthrow 
the government. And that is just . 
one example of why the day is 
a time for "sharing lives with 
other women, and sharing s~ru_g-
gles with other women," she 
said. 
Apartheid means blacks in 
South Africa must provide 
cheap labor; they have no chance 
of better wages or a better life, 
Brown said. 
Meanwhile, whites are as-
sured of the highest iiving 
standard, she said. The lands-
cape js brown there with blue 
dots-blue dots which are actually 
swimming pools, she said. 
Brown said blacks in South. 
Africa receive passes when they 
reach age 16, and are required 
to use them throughout life. 
The passes document name 
and birthplace, she said, and 
without one a p~rson cannot 
move from one place to another. 
Without proper stamp on a pass 
a person cannot live in certain 
places. And if someone is ap-
prehended without the pass, he 
or she is jailed for 30 days. 
The black woman's plight is 
made worse by the fact that she 
must remain at home while her 
husband goes off to find work, 
Brown said. 
Husbands are · allowed just 
one visit home per year, Brown 
said, and they often find girl-
friends at their workplaces. 
A white woman in South 
Africa has a far different situa-
tion. She is an ornament for her 
husband, and lives in a beautiful 
house, where her children are 
raised by a black maid, Brown 
said. 
· "It is a particular kind of 
society which requires racism 
to maintain itself," she said. 
Brown said blacks and their 
white allies have begun to 
organize to fight ap~rtheid 
policies. But unfortunately the 
opression created by apartheid 
renders protesters weak, she 
said. "They' re so pathetic they 
can't organize." 
Brown urged the audience to-
increase its involvement in anti-
apartheid activities, and cited 
the legislation which· forbids 
Massachusetts to inves-t money 
in companies with holdings in 
South Africa. 
- "We must also stop support-
ing artists and athletes who 
profit from apartheid," she said. 
The effort for women to 
attain equal status in West 
Germany is not a "life and death 
struggle," Watkins said. In fact, 
women have had legal equality 
in West Germany since 1949. 
Nonetheless, she said, West 
German women often look 
toward American women as role 
models, and come away wtth 
"inaccurate perception." 
Women in West Germany are 
"overwhelmingly" employed 
as nurses, teachers, doctors' 
assistants, store clerks and off ice 
workers, Watkins said. 
And while the Youth, Family 
and Government cabinet post 
sometimes goes to a woman, 
Watkins said women are gener-
ally poorly represented in West · 
Germany's political arena. 
But there are more women 
involved in higher education 
positions, she said, and there 
have been recent revisions of 
the country's marriage and 
divorce laws. 
Furthermore, ·she said, wom-
en are no longer required to 
have their husbands' permission 
before looking for a job. 
Ther are also shelters for 
battered women, and the con-
cept of rape crisis centers has 
recently reached the country . . 
Schwe1kart, whp was raised 
in the Philippines, offered the 
most optimistic view of wom-
en's roles in her description of 
the Philippines. 
Men get authority as heads 
of households, she said, "but I 
don't know anyone who's given 
up a career" because of their sex; 
she said. 
About one third of the deans 
WOMEN, page 16 ----------------
Patsy Schweikart, Barbara Brown and Carolyn Watkins (1 to r) were the panelists for International 
Women's Day held last Friday afternoon.(Diana Frye photo) 
Islam a religiouscompromise 
By Catrina de Carvalho 
Muhammad Assi, a speaker 
for the Muslim Student Asso-
1ciation, said the Muslim religion 
advocated the .joining of church 
and state while speaking Sat-
urday on a world-view from the 
Islamic perspective including 
the conflicts between Muslim 
and Judeo-Chri~ian w·orlds. 
Assi said the basis for the 
· funding of the Moslem religion 
was to find a common ground 
between Christianity and Jud-
aism. .. 
"Mohammed was sent by god 
to bring an end to the existing 
differences between Christian 
and Jewish beliefs," he said. 
Hostility towards Moslems 
from Jewish orders forced Mos-
lems out of Jerusalem, said A-ssi. 
The reasons for the splitting 
of the Moslem and Jewish 
territories, he said, was because 
Moslems' ideologies were not 
accepted by other religious Christianity, he said has no 
orders that existed in Jerusalem significance in Africa, Asia or 
at the time. the Far East. 
He said the idea most stressed "Christianity is a White man's 
was that Moslems were com- phenomena," said Assi. This 
pletely opposed to a concept of reaction, he explained stems 
a "chosen" people. from a racial consciousness that 
, According to Moslem beliefs exists within the Christan re-
Assi said there should exist ho ligion. 
separation between ·church and "In South Africa the justifi-
state. . cation for apartheid comes from 
To expand on his point, Assi the Bible," said Assi. 
used as examples the war- "Zionism, another form of 
threatening polic:ies of countries racism in Palestine, · is also 
that are strongly influenced by justified by the Bible." he said._ 
Judeo-Christian ways of life. Zionism, (a form of discrim-
He said countries such as the ination practiced by Jews against 
US, China, Russia and France, other religions) he said, under-
among others, have acquired lines the bloodshed in the 
defense policies going against Middle-East. The inclusivism 
all religious theologies. of Islam and the discriminating 
Predominantly Christian nature of Judea-Christians are 
countries either have atomic the basis for such wars, he said. 
bombs or support other coun- "The concept of a chosen 
tries that have them, he said. 
"The Moslems have none." ISLAM, page 18 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
Chernenko dies 
Soviet president Konstantin U. Chernenko, died 
!Sunday at age 73. Hours later the Kremlin named, 
54-year-old Mikhail S. Gorbachev, the youngest <: 
member of the Soviet Politburo, as- head of the 
Communist Party. 
Chernenko, who was president for only 13 months, 
ldied at 11 :20 am EST Sunday of emphysema, 
tomplicated by heart and liver ailments. 
Gorbachev is said to epitomize the new generation 
pf Soviet leaders, well-educated and reared in postwar 
years that saw major advances in Soviet lifestyle, 
and does not bear the stigma of party service under 
Stalin. · 
Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes said 
President Reagan has ruled out a visit to the Soviet 
Union for Chernenko's funeral. Speakes said the 
President is expected to send Vice President George 
Bush, who is currently in Geneva. 
IRS to bill tax dodgers 
, The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) will bill New 
Hampshire resi~ents $6 million for tax dodges 
because they claim phony tax shelters, said the 
Portsmoutb ·. otfice of the IRS. _, , c - , . ,_ • .• ~ • 
-
A recent review of abusive tax shelters by the 
NH residents found that a large number of taxpayers 
earning between $15,000 and $49,000 a year are 
investing in abusive tax-shelter schemes and are 
using their tax refunds to pay for them. 
An abusive tax shelter is not designed primarily 
to earn a business profit for the investor as a 
legitimate tax shelter would, but creates a large 
tax write-off for a small cash outlay. 
Polls say people don't 
mind porno flicks 
A Gallup Poll, copyrighted by Newsweek, showed 
a majority of Americans believe X-rated movies 
and sexually e~licit magazines should be on sale 
but two-thirds want a ban on materials depicting 
sexual violence. 
A national standard for determining what is 
obscene rather than individual community standards 
was favored by 47 percent. 
Sixty-seven percent of those polled said porno-
graphy is playing a role in the breakdown of public 
morals. 
Mass. residents buy 
cheaper NH liquor 
"The New Hampshire Liquor Commission pumps 
dollars toward bringing the Massachusetts consumer 
over the border" in search of less expensive liqour, 
said John Harrington of the Massachusetts Package 
Store Association. 
Harrington spoke before the Massachusetts 
Government Regulations Committee Tuesday about 
advertising-related bills which would prohibit 
anyone without a Massachusetts liquor license from 
advertising inthe state. 
Woman assaulted on 
Route 108 
Durham police are seeking a 20-25 year old white 
male of medium height and build who assaulted 
a woman walking on Route 108 on the night of 
Feb. 27. _ 
The victim said her assailant had blond hair worn 
in a "punk" style-very short on the sides and longer 
on the top, with bangs projecting out from the 
forehead and no sideburns. The man also had a 
th in mustache and spoke with a foreign accent, 
_ descr'ibed as possibly being Germ~P- .,,, .- , .•. , ~-; 
, _, .1 ' 
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The UNH Volleyball club crushed Maine's team 3-0 last night in the Field House. (Charles 
Smith Jr. photo) 
Hunger Week raises $1000 
By Francoise von Trapp 
The Hunger Week program, 
sponsored by Smith Hall, was 
successful in showing hunger 
as a world-wide problem, but 
only moderately successful as 
a fund raiser, said Donny Powers, 
program organizer and a Res-
ident Assistant (RA) in Smith 
Hall. 
Powers said they had hoped 
for a larger turn out than they 
had, and had hoped to raise 
$10,000. However, they did raise 
about $1000. 
$600 of the funds raised came 




By Andrea Holbrook 
A bill passed by the Student 
Senate Sunday night will speed 
the time interval between 
charges filed and court appear-
ance in the University Judicial 
system. 
A change in Rights and Rules 
13.4-1 "sets a time limit for the 
person bringing charges" said 
Kraig Gustafson, Student Senate 
speaker. 
Gustafson, who introduced 
the bill, said "currently, it takes 
months for the system to coa-
lesce, from the time a person 
is written up until he is· notified 
that he must appear before the 
judicial board. 
"Right now, the system takes 
too much time. It's not fair to 
the person bringing charges and 
it's not fair to the person 
defending them," said Gustaf-
son, "Important details are 
forgotten." He said the change 
in the law would cut about 50 
percent of the time lapse be-
tween notification and appear-
. SENATE, page 12 
said Powers. "They saved us." 
Jennifer Wallmar, a sister at 
Alpha Xi Delta, organized the 
Greeks and sold raffle tickets. 
Powers said the members of the 
Hunger program were grateful 
for her efforts. 
Susanna Hapgood, an RA in 
Smith who· also organhed 
program, said she telt the week 
was a success for those who took 
part in it. "Hunger is world-
wide, in the United States as 
well, that's what we were trying 
to show," she said. 
Hunger Week began last 
Sunday with a Hunger Banquet. 
Hapgood said ·this was an ex-
periential dinner. Tables were 
split up into different conti-
nents, and people sitting at 
them ate what they would if they 
lived there. For example, the 
table that was Australia, Europe 
and the United States, repres-
enting the wealthy countries, 
ate steak and potatoes. The table 
for Africa ate rice, and didn't 
have enough food. 
Hapgood said the tables 
traded things they had a lot of, 
for things they needed. The 
dinner was supposed to dem-
onstrate a way in which the 
hunger problem could be 
worked out. 
On Monday, a buffet-style 
soup kitchen was put on by the 
Dover Coop ministries. The · 
food served was from the US 
surplus. The volunteers from 
the soup kitchen said they saw 
the value of giving well-fed 
people more food. They said 
they hoped it would teach peo-
ple about the hungry, and maybe 
find more prospective volun-
teers to work at the kitchen. 
Tuesday night, Shirley Cave, 
from Hefer International came 
to speak on World Hunger, and 
showed a film "Cry Ethiopia 
Cry." The week ended with a 
hunger march on Wednesday 
HUNGER, page 16 
Lisa Santagate of MUSO was interviewed last night for STVN's 
news program Perspectives.(David Drouin photo) 
Dorm residents ten 
termites to bug off 
By Jim Bumpus 
Residents of two UNH dor-
mitories are trying to rid their 
halls of some unwanted guests. 
Babcock House and McLaugh-
lin Hall have termites in their 
basements. 
When the termites invaded 
their hall for the third time last 
Thursday, McLaughlin residents 
decided to voice their dissatis-
faction. 
Beth Watson, who lives in the 
McLaughlin basement, said, "If 
this had been taken care of 
properly, this would nut l1avc 
been a problem." 
Director of Plant Mainte-
nance and Engineering John 
Sanders said the bugs will be 
exterminated, but not until next 
week. 
will be much easier to remedy 
the problem while the students 
are away, Sanders said. 
"Rather than moving everyb-
ody out, we'd rather wait until 
spring break," he said. 
The termites live in the 
ground and breed during this 
time of the year when the 
weather warms. 
The problem is more severe 
in McLaughlin Hall because 
students live in the basement. 
Hall Director Denise Marcoux 
said the termites have appeared 
date ~t_paratc ti1nc3 and 1Haycd 
for about six hours. ..;:, 
Last week Marcoux brought 
a sample bug over to the office 
of Residential Life for analysis. 
McLaughlin's basement res-
idents are combating the bugs 
by putting towels in front of Sanders said the extermina-
tion procedure involves drilling 
holes in the concrete walls. It TERMITES, page 16 
Shuttle, parking 
.plans underway 
By Leigh Hope 
The Student Senate and Stu-
dent Transportation Associa-
tion (STA) Ad-Hoc Committee 
wants to see the "Parking and 
Transit · Plan" developed by 
Patrick Miller, Executive Di-
rector of Facilities Services, go 
into effect to solve the parking 
problem at UNH, said Brian 
Shea, chairman of the· ST A ad-
hoc committee and the Student 
Activity Fee Council (SAFC). 
According to Student Senate 
Bill VI-39, introduced on March 
3, the ad-hoc committee will 
handle the monies raised by the 
Student Activity Fee (SAF) of 
$10 per full time undergraduate 
student. . 
The monies will be spent with 
the approval of the Student 
Senate according to the ad-hoc 
committee's recomendations 
concerning the Kari-van, cam-
pus parking, and the proposed 
shuttle system. 
The bill states that the ST A 
ad-hoc committee wants tO 
"push for the Parking and 
Transit Plan." The responsi-
bilities of the committee in-
clude: 
• Looking for areas of funding 
routes, times and student input 
for the shuttle system; 
• Studying the different options 
that the ST A may use to run a 
campus shuttle system. 
The shuttle options the ST A 
plans to study are: 
• A completely student run 
campus shuttle system with 
student ownership of the buses. 
• A partial contracting of the 
services from COAST and the 
K-van office. · 
• A complete contracting 
from COAST ~nd the K-van 
office. 
. • Studying the feasibility of 
more student involvement in 
the K-van and parking situation 
with the primary emphasis 
being put on student funding 
and operational control of these 
areas. 
• Looking for the best possible 
use of ST A monies if the above 
proposals are turned down. 
• Returning monies to students 
who paid the 1985-86 SAF using 
the interest to cover the return-
ing costs, if all the above prop-
osals fail. 
"I just wanted to _provid~_a 
BRIAN SHEA 
solution for the transit problems 
at UNH," said Miller. 
He said that in order to rectify 
the problem there must be a 
shuttle, increased parking, and 
a fund for the Kari-van. 
With the enactment of his 
plan, students would pay for the 
cost of the shuttle with the $10 
increased activity fee, and the 
faculty, staff, and commuters 
would pay for the increased 
parking and K-van with an 
increased parking permit cost. 
This permit would guarantee 
holders a parking spot in a 
designated lot. Miller said he 
doesn't know how much that 
cost would be, but it would be 
directly related to the projected 
cost of $500 per new parking 
space. He said he would like to 
increase the number of spaces 
by 2000, about 200 a year for 
10 years. 
These extra spaces would be 
built west of the railroad tracks 
and a shuttle would take com-
muters to their classes. 
Miller proposes that there be 
open parking throughout the 
campus, and that faculty, stu-
dents, and staff should all be 
treated equally. He said that an 
inflated fee for on-campus park-
ing, as opposed to the parking 
offered west of the railroad 
tracks, would solve the problem 
of who gets to park where. 
s~urr.Lf, page 12 __ ._ _. 
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50 Main St. Downtown Durham 
By Carrie Keating 
The Boston Area Lesbian and 
Gay Oral History Project pres-
ented a slide show describing 
the history of gays and lesbians 
last Thursday night in the MUB. 
Sponsored by the UNH Wom-
en's Center as part of Women's 
History Month, the hour-long 
presentation illustrated various 
gay and lesbian personalities 
as well as laws, publications and 
personal letters concerning 
homosexuality in Boston since 
the 19th century. 
The presentation, narrated 
by Pat Gozemba and Jane~ Kahn 
of the Project, was chiefly 
derived from personal scrap-
books, diaries and area libraries. 
The Boston Area Lesbian and 
Gay Oral History Project orig-
inated in 1980, before Boston's 
350th Jubilee celebration. "The 
history of practically everyone 
in Boston was being profiled, 
but we .:10ticed there was no-
thing about lesbians and gay 
men," Gozemba said. 
"We know that if we don't 
do this research, nobody else 
will," she said. 
SUMMER JOBS 
For The Department of Residential Life 
Positions Available: 
Gozemba argued that because 
the previ©ttS history of homo-
sexuality had been trivialized, 
the Projcot wanted people to 
understand the histories of their 
gay and lesbian ancestors. "This 
history is at the root of contem-
porary gay and lesbian politics, 
and it documents the rich variety 
of same-sex experience in the 
history of Boston," Gozemba 
said. 
Currently the Project is work-
ing on the oral history of a gay 
bar in Boston dating back to 
World War II. 
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Full and Part-Time 
College Work Study and 
Hourly Positions Available 
Apply at the Office of 
Residential Life/Pettee House 
by April 3, 1985 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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'Foodfright' performs tonight CALENDAR 
By Annamaria F ormichella 
Foodfright is scary, but it's 
not something to hide from. 
Fear of food is a problem 
students need to be more aware 
of, and tonight at 8 in the MUH, 
a three-women cast will present 
a series of skits portraying 
women's obssession with food 
and weight. The show is called 
"Foodfright." 
"The whole Foodfright play 
came out of the cast's recogni-
tion of their own eating dis-
orders," said Cyndi Cote, a 
member of the eating disorder 
program at UNH. 
The cast presents a collage 
of scenes illustrating the prob-
lems of bulimia, anorexia, and 
compulsive overeating, said 
Cote. 
Foodfright has toured for 
almost four years, said Cote. The 
cast has visited cities from 
Maine to Washington, D.C. and 
has enjoyed national recognition 
on such shows as Hour Maga-
zine and The Today Show, as 
well as appearing in Newsweek. 
According to Health Services' 
Steve Dieleman eating disorders 
are a definite problem at UNH. 
"It is estimated that 15 to 20 
percent of college aged women 
have an eating disorder," he 
said. 
SCARED, page 16 
Microbiologists study herpes 
By Catherine Rosenquist "state of the art" and has been 
Since 1981, UNH microhi- collaboratin.8 with Farber on 
ology professor Florence Farber this research, Farber said. 
has conducted innovative re- CMV can be transmitted 
search on herpes simplex virus. through saliva, blood transfu-
Through the study of herpes sions, breast milk, sexual inter-
simplex virus, Farber hopes to course and transplanted organs. 
gain new knowledge of a related "An astonishing 80 percent of 
virus called cytomegalovirus or the adult population is infected 
CMV. CMV is the "leading viral for life with CMV and they 
cause of birth defects in the aren't aware of it," Farber said. 
world," and the purpose of the CMV hides in the blood cells, 
research is to prevent congenital just as herpes simplex virus 
damage by this virus, Farber hides in the nervous tissue. The 
said. CMV virus can, however, be 
Herpes simplex virus is used detected by simple urine screen-
in the research instead of CMV ing. 
because herpes virus can be Farber highly recommends 
studied at the genetic level and that all pregnant women have 
CMV cannot. this screening done. When a 
"Information gained about pregnant women has a flare-up, 
the mechanism of herpes sim- the virus pops out of hiding and 
plex virus-induced chromosal can lead to serious birth defects, 
abnormalities should be appli- including skeletal malforma-
cable to the CMV system as tions, as well as severe mental 
well," according to a research retardation. 
description. Farber said this type of re-
Dr. Priscilla Schaffer of Har- search is the ooly one of its kind 
vard Medical School developed being done in the U.S. The 
herpes simplex genetics to the . research team is looking at the 
damage to a cell after a virus 
has gone in. 
"People are cloning the virus 
and not looking at what damage 
it does to the cell," said Farber. 
"No one else is researching 
herpes simplex virus as a model 
system for understanding 
CMV." 
The research studies were 
first made public at the 9th 
International Herpes meeting 
in Seattle last August. "Now it 
feels like a race," Farber said. 
"People know what we're do-
ing." 
Farber has turned to the 
March of Dimes for funding of 
her research, applying for a 
$139,259 grant from the na-
tional chapter. 
Farber may also submit an 
application to the local March 
of Dimes Chapter. This group's 
donation cannot exceed their 
$5,000 limit for research fund-
ing. Another application has 
been submitted to the National 
RESEARCH, page 16 
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TUESDAY, March 12 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SFR TFS: Film: "The Hero as ~n 
Artis(' part of the serie~, "Civilization,", narrated by Sir 
K. Clark. Room 216, Hamilton Smith Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 
p.m. 
IDDLES CHEMISTRY LECTURE; "Polymer Modified 
Electrodes." Allen Bard, The University of Texas at Austin. 
Iddles Auditorium, Parsons, 11 :00 a.m. 
WOMEN'S HISTORY: "By Men, For Women: Government 
fofluence on Private Lives.' A faculty panel. Strafford Room, 
MUB, 12:30-2 p.m. 
THE VISUAL ARTS AND THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
IN THE AGE OF UNCERTAINTY: "The Russian Ava!lte-
Garde, Science and Technology in the Early Tw~ntteth 
Century," Charlotte Douglas, DIA Arts Foundat10n Art 
Historian. A218, Paul Arts Center, 12:40-2 p.m. 
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: "Matching Your Skills 
and Abilities to Majors and Careers." Grafton Room, MUB, 
4-5:30 p.m. 
FACULTY RECITAL: Nicholas Orovich (trombone), and 
Ruth Edwards (piano) pertorm works by Rauel, Albrechts-
berger, and others. The U.N.H. Low Brass Choir will also 
perform. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
HEAL TH SER VICES-EA TING DISORDER AWARENESS 
DAY: "Food Fright!" Sponsored by Health Ser~ices. Granite 
State Room, MUB, 8 p.m. · 
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES: Global Issues: "The Energetic 
Future: Global Observations." Dr. Daniel Yergin. Dessert 
will be served. 1925 Room, Alumni Center, 8 p.m. 
LA TIN AMERICAN FILM SERIES: "From the Ashes: 
Nicaragua Today." Murkland 110, 9 p.m. Admission: Students, 
$ .50, non-students, $1. 
WEDNESDAY, March 13 
UNIVERSITY GALLERIES: W.P.A. at U.N.H. and Faculty 
Review. Paul Arts Center, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
, WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: Women's Historr, 
Event: "Gender and Reljgion; A Historical Perspective,' 
a panel presentation by William Jones, Marc Schwarz and 
Donald Wilcox moderated by Janet Polasky. Hillsborough-
Sullivan Room, MUB, 12-1 p.m. 
NEW-OLD CINEMA: "The Mollycoddle," 110 Murkland 
Hall, 7 p.m. 
WOMEN'S HISTORY: "Women and Politics." Granite State 
Room, MUB, 8 p.m. 
FRIDAY, March 15 
Residence Halls close for Spring Recess., 7 p.m. 
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An opportunity to 
learn about the wide 
range of career options 
available & talk to com-
pany representatives. 
Wed. March 27 
11-3 
Strafford Rm. MUB 
Sponsored by Alpha Zeta 
Honor Fraternity in conjuction 
with the Dean's Office and the 
Elliot Alumni Center. 
rt X X .. r ,e i ,c .,s .. , 
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NOTICES 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
HOCKEY (TABLE) TOURNAMENT: Sponsored 
by Games Room/Student Activities. Open to all 
students, faculty, staff and area residents. Wed-
nesday, March 13, Games Room, Memorial Union, 
7 p.m. $1 admission. 
CANDLEPIN BOWLING TOURNAMENT: Spon-
sored by Games Room/Student Activities. Open 
1 
to all students, faculty, staff, and area residents. 
Wednesday, March 27, Games Room, Memorial 
Union, 7 p.m. $1 admission. 
' CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
ALPHA ZETA MEETING: Mandatory meeting 
for all members to discuss Greenhouse Open House 
and Little Royal. 6 p.m., Tuesday, March 12, Notch 
Room, MUB. 
NUTRITION CLUB MEETING: 3 p.m., Wednes-
day, March 13, Hillsborough Room, MUB. 
CAMPUS SCOUT ORGANIZATIONAL MEET-
ING: All scouts (girl/boy) and all people interested 
in getting involved in the Scouting movement are 
- - - - - invited to ...atten_d. _Tuesd~y,._Mard! 12, Room_ 2Jj\., . 
Floor A, Library, 7 p.m. for more information, 
call Kelly McDonald 2-1646 or 868-9727. 
:PROTESTANT WEEKLY STUDENT GA TH-
ERING: "Beyond War: New Ways of Thinking." 
Guest, John Barr leads a discussion workshop. 7:30 
p.m., Thursday, March 14, Smith Hall Lounge. 
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MO-
VIE SERIES: "Airplane," 7:30 p.m., Wednesday, 
March 13. Catholic Student Center, Madbury Road. 
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEET-
INGS: Tuesdays, 8 p.m. Help plan events for the 
rest of the semester-day mountain hike, weekly 
movies, other activities. Catholic Student Center, 
Madbury Road. 
CAREER 
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career Plan-
ning and Placement. Wednesday, March 13, Room 
203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m. 
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Spon-
sored by Career Planning and Placement. Thursday, 
March 14, Room 203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m. 
HEALTH 
SPIRITED & NON-SPIRITED DRINK DEMO: 
Discussion of alcohol and its effects on body and 
behavior. Demonstration of proper mixology and 
introduction of alternative beverages. Wednesday, 
March 13, Marston House, 8:30 p.m. 
ALCOHOL EDUCATION: Program on the effects 
of alcohol on body and behavior. 1-2 p.m., Thursday, 
March 14, Forum Room, Library. 
CONSUMER BOARD MEETING: Tuesday, March 
12, Grafton Room, MUB, 12:30 p.m. 
CHOICES TN CONTR,(CEPTION: Attende~ce 
at this lecture and demonstration is open to all 
students and is required before a woman can receive 
a method of contraception from the Health Center. 
Thursday, March 14, Room 142, Hamilton Smith, 
2:30 p.m. 
GENERAL 
TAVOLA ITALIANA: Sponsored by Department 
of French/Italian. Practice your conversational 
skills over snacks, music, slides. Wednesdays, Room 
102, Murkland, noon. 
NEW TEST AMENT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: 




Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes 
Plus 
25 copies * 25 envelopes * 25 extra sheets of paper 
(Changes easily made with our 30 day memory storage.) 




-- Jenkins Court • Durham New Hampshire 03824 ~ Tel. 603-868-7031 ...... 
Health Services 
immunizes 245 
By Marc Carroll 
Only 245 UNH students have 
been immunized so far for 
measles said Peter Patterson, 
UNH Health Services director. 
So far there has been no case 
of measles on campus, but 
Patterson is still waiting to see 
what the next 'generation' of 
measles at Boston University, 
MIT and Boston College will 
be like. 
By 'generation,' Patterson 
means the next group of student 
who develop symptoms. 
"At BU they had 53 cases 
whprp 1 3 had to be hospital-
ized," said Patterson. 
Patterson said, "There were 
two deaths at Principia College 
in Elsah, Illinois where they had 
79 cases of measles out of 712 
students." 
-Pattersot1 -said he didn't want 
to cause a panic, just wanted to 
make students go to Hood 
House, and find out if they need 
to be immunized. 
One might "need a measles 
shot if you were born after 195 7. 
and/ or were innoculatted be-
tween 1963 and January of 
l968," _P~tterson said.·· 
Patterson said the symptoms 
for measles are red spots that 
"coalesce" into a rash that 
spreads its way to the extrem-
ities, bad cold symptoms, and 
a cough. 
Patterson said all one had to 
do to be immunized was "walk 
in, get your medical record, and 
go to clinic two." At the clinic 
one's record is reviewed to 
determine whether an immun-
ization is needed. 
Very few people experience 
discomfort after the shot Pat-
terson said. ' 
Students only wait about 20 
minutes after having the shot 
to see if they will have any side 
effects, which Patterson said 
rarely occur. The worse that 
could happen, he said, would 
__ ~e that you'd feel "a little cruddy 
for ·a-couple days."- -
Patterson said that all doctors 
are required by law to keep 
records, and all one has to do 
is call his or her family doctor 
to find out if an immunization 
is needed. 
Central University Research Fund (CURF) Competition 
The research council has established the deadline for CURF spring 1985 
competition proposals. CURF awards provide support for graduate student 
,4 research projects and for faculty research projects for which the solicitation 
of external funds is neither practical nor feasible. Awards in the past have 
ranged from $100 to $2400, with the average award being $575. 
CURF proposal guidelines have been recently revised. Faculty guidelines 
were mailed directly to all faculty; graduate student proposal guidelines 
were mailed to graduate Program Coordinators. Application forms are 
available in the Research Administration Office, Room 105a, Horton Social 
Science Center. Proposals and completed application forms and all supportig 
letters must be received by the Research Administration Office by 4:30 P.M., 
March 29, 1985. 
"Upward Bound Tutor Counselors" 
**Work with high school students. 
**Residential UNH program. 
**@June 14 to August 14. 
**Work Study Preferred. 
**More info & applications at 
Robinson House .... 862-1562. 
I ** Applications due March 15th. 
Young's Restaurant 
48 Main St. 
Durham, NH 
868-2688 
March 13 thru March 19th 
Breakfast Special 
Blueberry Pancakes 
served with coffee or tea $1.70 
YOUNG'S Dinner S-pecial 
I ~ 
-
Hot Turkey Saiidwich 
served with stuffing, 
gravy, mashed potatoes 
and cranberry sauce $2.59 
, At Youngs we serve many homemade dinners. 
We offer anything from Meatloaf, Genuine 
Smithfield Baked Virginia Ham to a Roast Pork 
Dinner. All dinners served hot and reasonably 
priced. 
---Our Menu Varies Daily.---
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Workshops teach job-hunting 
By Chris :Felix 
The UNH Career Planning 
and Placement office is spon-
soring a series of 1 job search ' 
workshops, to help students find 
sources of job openings and 
possibilities. · 
David Carroll, a Career Plan-
ning and Placement officer, gave 
one of those workshops yester-
day, in the Hillsborough-
Sullivan room in the MUB. 
Carroll said "the workshops 
are designed for the student that 
knows what type of job they 
want and just needs help finding 
it." 
The job search workshop was 
part of a series of seven work-
shops offered during the spring 
semester. 
There are four more work-
shops to be held in the MUB, 
uu Ma1d1 26, Ap1il 9, Ap1il 25, 
and May 2. 
The workshops are informa-
tional gatherings teaching in-
terested students the places to 
look for a job. The pros and cons 
of the different sources of 
finding job openings are dis-
cussed in the workshop. 
"Only about 20 percent of all 
jobs filled are do~e so by want 
ads, whereas networking or 
personal contacts, can more 




By Jim Millard 
The Student Committ,e On 
Popular Entertainment 
(SCOPE) announced yesterday 
that they have booked the band 
Scandal for a show in the UNH 
Field House for April 13. 
Tickets go on sale following 
Spring Break, said Scope pres-
ident Art Proulx, and prices will 
be eight dollars for students and 
$10 for non-students. There will 
be 2,400 tickets available for the 
show. 
Proulx said Scope had to pay 
$15,000 for the band. 
"I didn't want to bid that high 
but if we wanted to have a show 
we had to pay a high price 
because there are so few bands 
out on tour right now," he said. 
Proulx also noted that the 
. date at UNH is only one of five 
northeast appearances by the 
band. 
Scope is also working on a 
show combining the Tubes and 
Utopia for May 7 in the Field 
House. He said that confirma-
tion on the show should come 





• Campus Copy 
4 7 Main St . Durham 
!ocated across from 
Community Market 
868-2450 
The worksh_op also includes 
in _targeting a job," Carroll said. 
handouts on finding a job. 
Senior Stephanie Suich, Whit-
temore School of Business and 
Economics student, was one of 
10 students who attended yes-
terday's workshop. 
workshop could add anything 
new and useful, but I want to 
go into public relations and I've 
already completed what the 
workshop was talking about," 
Suich said. 
"I wanted to know if the 
The workshop is good at 
helping students find possibil-
ities, she said. 




(M~jors/ Minors/ Aptitudes) 
For you and for the world. Peace Corps will combine 
your education with training to prepare you for a 
volunteer position_ in: • Education • Fisheries • 
Health • Agriculture • Forestry or other areas. You'll 
meet new people, learn a new language, experience 
a new culture and gain a whole new outlook. And 
while you're building your future, you'll be helping 
people in developing countries learn the basics of 
technological advancement. 
March 26 - 7:00 p.m., film 
& info, Senate Room MUB 
March 27 - 10:00, info in 
Memorial Union. Senior inter-
views, Career Planning. 
THE STRAFFORD HOUSE 
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
FOR SUMMER HOUSING 
AND THE 85-86 SCHOOL YEAR 
SPECIAL 
STUDENT RENTALS 
AT 10% DISCOUNT 
With deposit made 
and lease signed 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
Single and Double occupancy rooms 
Electric heat with individual thermostats 
Wall to wall carpeting 
All rooms completely furnished 
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room 





The Strafford House and The Strafford Manor are located 
in the heart of Durham, NH with all the facilities of the 
University of New Hampshire within walking distance. 




, -4 Strafforl:l Ave, 
Durham, N.H . 
Vote TODAY for 
Town Selectmen 
MUB CAFETERIA 
LET US PREPARE LUNCH FOR YOU 





f . d sweet Pastry oeep- ne 
Wednesday, March 13 
Enchilladas 
h. . Squash Medley zucc lnl .. 
carrot Fettuc1ni 
Tomato Bisque 
Clear Mushroom soup 
Fried Pineapple 
d March 14 
Thurs ay, ·th gravy 
Vegetable cutlets w! 
cauliflower au Gratin 
Broccoli and H~m soup 
Grasshopper Pie 
EAM SHOPPE 
PISTACHIO'S IC~ CR -
Now has hot dog. 
Hot.dog, c_hipsoa~~Y $1.00 
a small dnnk, 
mis always 
our ice crea tor \ow prices. 
generous scoops 
MUB GAMES ROOM 
CAMPUS TOURNAMENTS 
Video Hockey 
Wednesday, March 13 
. Bowling (individual) 
candlep1n . Best 2 out of 3 
Highest Senes-
Wednesday, March 27 
in at 7 p.m. in the 
All Tournaments beg 
MUb Games Room. 
Entry Fee: $1 d 
h. s will be awarde Trop Ie 
. . the Games Room Sign up in 
- 11 _-. 
, ,- I I 1 ) ' - l 
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Saul O Sidore 1984-5 Lecture Series on 
T.he_ Energetic Future: 
Global Observations 
by 
Dr. Daniel Yergin 
Harvard University 
Tuesday, March 12 
1925 Room 
Elliott Alumni Center 8 PM 
d 
Free and Open to the Public 
Dessert will be served 
-




we listen, we care 
Bachelor's Degree 
Non-Accounting Major 
Willingness to work hard 
In just 8 months McIntosh will provide the 
trainmg courses you need to pass the CPA 
exam. (No previous accounting courses are required.) 
GUARJ\NTEE: Should you fail the exam, McIntosh will teach 
you again FREE. 
This is the only program of its kind in the country. 
Approved for Veterans 
Mqlntosh 
: l;ollege 
23 Cataract Ave., Dover, N.H. 
1-603-742-3518 






in all its 
operations. 
Office Hou.rs: 1V1or.-.~ Thurs. 7:30-9 ~ .. M., Fri. 7:30-6:-30 
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------RENOVATIONS------
(continued from page 1) 
This renovation would bring Stop number three was at 
the University within com- i Dimond library. At the library, 
pliance of Title IX guidelines, the legislators took a building 
which provide for equal access tour and were told where pro-
to athletic facilities for women. posed improvements would take 
Originally, the proposal place. Priority item number six 
would have allowed for the on the trustees' list calls for 
raising of the roof of the north $255,000 for the design of phase 
end of the indoor track, along I of a three phase project. Phase 
with the laying of a completely one would: 
new floor, eliminating the dust -Renovate the listening 
problem. area, provide increased handicap 
However, due to increasing access, and construct new study 
costs, the new plan leaves the rooms; _ 
roof intact, while replacing the -Upgrade the mechani-
floor, according to Men's At- cal/electrical systems; 
hletic Director Aridy- Moora- -Provide money for the 
dian. design of phases II and III, which 
Public Works Committee would include a major renova-
member Rep. Chris Jacobson tion, and an of-campus storage 
(D-Nashua), doesn't think leav- facility; 
in·g the roof intact is the wisest -Provide funding compact 
course of action. "With the stacks to be installed on floor 
contrived budget, we may have 'C. 
to settle for half a loaf. It may Diane Tebbets, assi~tant uni-
be in the long run more cost versity librarian, explained the 
efficient to do the whole job," compact stacks, and said the 
he said. shelves push books together 
Along with the improve- eight or 10 deep, which can then 
ments to the track, the plan be accessed by mechanically 
provides for a 13,000 square foot separating the rows. 
addition, which will house a new This compact shelving would 
women's locker/shower room, increase the capacity of floor 
training facilities, a laund- 'C' by 78,000 volumes, which 
ry / equipment storage room, would allow for approximately 
and an elevator for the handi- four years growth. 
capped. After hearing that the current 
Mooradian said the present proposal did not include the 
facility was designed for a total money for the compact shelving, 
student population of 6,500 in committee member Robert 
1965. This was also anticipating Murphy said, "That's too bad, 
only use by men's athletic teams. because you've sold me on that." 
At the present time the build- In reality, the proposals and 
ing is used by men's and worn- priority recommendations of 
en's athletics, physical education the trustees are just that. The 
classes, recreation, intramurals, legislature can pick and choose 
and community recreation pass which funds they want, and are 
holders. not bound by the trustees re-
According to Savage, the Field commendations. 
House construction proposal The legislators then toured 
is expected to be in the 'regular Hood House, where Dr. Peter 
track'. Patterson, director of UNH 
- health services, showed them-
the vintage 1931-building. The 
building was designed for 1600 
students, and is a fire and safety 
hazard, Patterson said. 
The current proposal, which 
is 16th on the priority list, calls 
for a new $2.5 million facility, 
which would completely replace 
the present facility, although 
the_ actual building would re-
marn. 
Patterson showed the legis-
lators the lack of proper facil-
ities in the building, including 
the X-ray maching. which was 
part of the original building in 
1931. This machine is still in 
use today. Acording to Patter-
son, renovation of the building 
is nearly impossible due to its 
age. 
Following Hood House, the 
group visited the Channel 11 
studios in the MUB. Although 
the Channel 11 proposal is not 
part of the UNH budget, it is 
handled by the same committee. 
Alan Foster, Channel 11 se-
nior producer, said that the 
committee's plans call for mov-
ing to a completely new build-
ing, which would bring together 
all the funceions of the station. 
At the present time, Channel 
11 operates out of three build-
ings, both on and around cam-
pus. According to committee 
member James White, the prop-
osals will first be taken to sub-
committees, then to the full 
committee, and then on the full 
house. If approved by the House, 
it then continues to the Senate, 
which starts the process all over 
again. 
"It's no longer wheeling and 
dealing," said White, "It's what 
we can explain (to tlie whole 
Legislature.)" 
.--------LOTTERY-------
housing next year, the under-
graduates living there now will 
be relocated. "We're trying to 
keep Babcock as much of a 
graduate hall as possible," she 
said. 
More than 62 percent of the 
upper classmen who submitted 
housing applications were wom-
en. To make room for the 
increased number of women, 
some wings in Stoke Hall will 
become co-ed next year. Bischoff 
said she had "no idea" about 
additional changes to allow 
space for women. 
Housing acceptance letters 
<cominued from page 1) 
on Monday and will be delivered 
to residents on Tuesday. The 
$200 non-refundable housing 
deposits are due on March 28, 
29 and April 1 at the Business 
Office in Thompson Hall. 
Appeals to lottery decision 
may be directed to Deanne 
Ethier, chairman of the Resi-
dential Life and Dining Services 
Council of the Student Senate. 
WRITE PERSONALS! 
They're only a dollar! 
Stop by The New Hampshire 
business office, Rm. 108, MUB 
to submit personals. 
were sent to Hall Staff members •********~***********************\ 
_TRUSTEE_! l - * 
(continuep from page 1) ! SU M M ER JOB ! 
John Davis, student body pres- * * 
ident. * * 
"In my eyes and in the eyes * * 
of Dean J. Gregg Sanborn the * Cape Cod and the islands of Nantucket and ! 
meeting was run fairly," said ! Martha's Vineyard have more good paying * 
Davis. "Each side was given a * jobs open to students and teachers this * 
chance to voice its opinions and * summer than ever before. * 
to offer a rebuttal," said Davis. * ! 
Bennett said, "the board has * * 
made it's decision and whether ! A directory of employers listing thousands * 
I agree with it or not, I will abide * of these 1·obs also contains housing info and * 
by it." * * 
"It is factual that there was * application forms. No fees are charged. iE 
negligence in this campaign," * _ . : 
said Bennett. "Does the judicial : For an immediate copy of the 1985 Directory * 
committee find things on fact * via 1st Class Mail send $3.00 to: * 
or fiction?" he asked. . . * * 
Chris Guimont will be pres- . * * 
ented to the Student Affairs * ! 
Committee of the University : Cape Cod: Summer Jobs * 
System of New Hampshire * Box 594, Room 111 * 
(USNH) Board of Trustees on * Barnstable, MA 02630 * 
Thursday for orientation as the * * 




August 2, 1985 
The Fifth Annual German Summer School 
of the Atlantic at the University of Rhode Island 
in co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston. 
German will be the sole language of communication. and German 
life and culture the heart of this six week residency prog~am, of 
intensive language study. 
You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while 
living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus, just 
minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent b·eaches and his-
toric summer colonies. 
This program is ideally suited "' for anyone wishing to learn or 
improve his or her German - from business people and travelers, 
to students planning work or study abroad. Take advantage of this 
rare opportunity to partkipate in this total German Language 
experience. 
t-or aetalls: Or. John Grandin 
'1'!.~.-•.---1111~-. Dr. Otto Dornberg, Co-Directors 
l_ ~ University of Rhode Island 
v a o D~ Department of Languages 
~-•,.___. ~ Kingston, RI 02881 (401_) 792-5911 
A great new book from HUMANinteraction 




• .••••• if you want a date for Friday. 
Nothing attracts people to each other 
like certain subtle signals. YOU can 
learn what they are and how to use 
them •••• with CONFIDENCE tc>make some-
one feel you're special. Benefit as 
you enjoy reading of the first-hand 
experiences of others, like yourself, 
trying to attract someone they like. 
o, you don't have to be beautiful, 
wealthy, popular or unique in any way 
•••• these tested winning ways do work 
for everyone willing to try them. 
We know how you feel about first encounters. Maybe you 
are afraid to approach someone -- scared you will be 
·rejected, or worse yet, laughed at or put down, Per-
haps you're missing your chance to meet someone that 
you find interesting because you don't know the right 
way to go about it. Worry no more. 
"HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY" was written especially 
for you to overcome these fears and to give you 
new self-assurance. Discover how to make shyness 
work for you. Know why "acting out of character" 
is always the wrong thing to do. Learn how to use 
the "verbal handshake" technique plus many more 
subtle approach ideas you have yet to think of. 
Read how a mere glance, scent or smile can ignite 
H<>W TO 
a relationship and be sure 
that you're using them the 
right way. (You' 11 know you 
know how!) Chapters also 
uncover many sensitive- areas' 
no one ever tells you about 
but we tell it like it is •..• 
with humor and warmth. If .ever 
you've wanted someone you like 
·· to "want to" know you then 
this book is a mustl You won't 




Box 1091, Shalimar, FL 32579 
I 
Please send a copy of HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY in a I 
plain envelope.(great gift item!) My payment of 
$9.95 (plus $1.05 postaie and handl!ng) is en-
closed. I may return the book anytime within ten 
days of Jelivery for a full refund. : iCheekenc~Hd I 
I 
~~=~~~•o . ~ Visa I I l I l I I I I I I I I I I I · 
Signature ____________ Exp oate ____ _ 
Name ___ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-1 
[.:
dress _ · 
ity • · State ____ Zip ~I -.-----.....a year term officially begins on * * 
~~1. •**~********************•*******~•~-----------------~· 
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Editorial 
Puglisi's petition drive 
Chairman of the Students For the 
University Council of the Student Senate, 
. ~_ill Puglisi is organizing a petition drive 
aimed at this state's Congressional dele-
gation. The focus of this drive is to try to 
convince those legislators of the detrimental 
effects that President Reagan's proposed 
cuts in student aid will have on the students 
atUNH. 
spoken by the President last week and 
become responsible. They should oppose 
this action with vehemence for many_ 
reasons-principally to insure that edu-
cation beyond high school does not become 
a priviledge of only the rich and upper 
middle class. 
have been able to afford the education 
necessary to operate the highly technical 
equipment. 
The President would do well to concen-
trate on the majority of the people in this 
country who elected him to serve as their 
leader. 
Puglisi's effort is to be commended. 
Further it should be supported wholeheart-
edly by the students at this University. 
According to the figures released by the 
UNH Financial Aid Office, up to 4500 UNH 
students could be seriously harmed if this 
abhorent piece of legislation is allowed 
to pass by the Congress of the United States. 
The reasoning behind these cuts is to 
help reduce the massive federal deficit 
incurred by this administration. Perhaps 
the Congress will finally take the directive 
Reagan does not see the · 'big picture' of 
America's future; he is blinded by a paranoia 
which stems form his fear of the 'Russian 
menace.' In the same budget that Reagan 
proposes these cuts in educational aid, he 
has proposed massive amounts of money 
for his "Strategic Defense Initiative." If 
we are to move into the star wars age, who 
will run these weapons in space? It will 
certainly not be the sons and daughters 
of the privileged classes•of this country, 
but if Reagan's cuts to education are passed 
those individuals will be the only ones . who 
The students of UNH would do well to 
lend Puglisi all the support they can in his· 
notable effort to derail this negligent and 
backward thinking on the part of the 
'leadership_' in the White House. 
Write now, before you go a.way to Florida, 
or head back to your homes to work in order 
to pay next month's rent, or whatever it 
is you may do puring spring break. Don't 
let this repugnant attempt to deprive the 
poorer segments of this nation of the 
education that will really build a b·etter 
America for everyone who will live beyond 
the next decade. 
Letters 
Apartheid 
To the Editor, 
Apartheid still exists in South 
Africa. A nation within the First 
World, an industrialized and mod-
ern state, South Africa continues 
to allow a hateful anachronism to 
exist. _ 
The University System of New 
Hampshire (USNH) has shares of 
stock in companies that deal with 
South Africa, approximately $1 
million. My first point is: why does 
the University System have stock 
holdings anyway? Does it really 
help bring in revenues for the 
system? I, and I'm sure many other 
students -as well had no idea that . 
ing blacks at.sound wages (business 
would get a better image too-nice 
PR huh?); and 3. with these means, 
press the Botha government to 
allow concessions with South Afri-
ca. 
Some have argued that measures 
such as these are fooling around 
with the internal affairs of another 
nation. I argue "NO," as something 
such as apartheid is not only socially 
unacceptable, but morally unaccep-
table as well. As for the USNH, sell 
the stock. Divest out of South 
Africa, and use the money for 
University improvements. 
Scott C. Fish 
Hunger 
the USNH had any investments. To the Editor: 
I agree with The New Hampshire's We, the Hunger Week coordi-
editorial in divesting these funds _nators, would like to thank the 
and using them to fund the USNH following people and organizations 
improvements that we hear about for their incredible help and sup-
so much. port. With their help we were able 
Progress _in Progress: I think we to provide four evenings of imagin-
can best serve this phrase by ative programming with a budget 
divesting stocks in companies that of zero, and raise over $900.00: 
deal with South Africa. Political SMITH HALL RESIDENTS: 
means have not worked to change especially Donna Bell, Tom Bolduc, 
the attitude of the Botha govern- Ivan Brennes, Lea Thomas, Chris 
ment. It is true that this country, Joyner, Denise Packard, Kim 
including the current administra- Brown, Claudia Sweatt, Erica Pres-
tion, has repeatedly called for an ley, Pascal Molineaux, Anne Stan-
lowing Fraternities/Sororities tQ 
donate over one-half our total 
funds: 
Alpha Xi Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha, 
Delta Zeta, Theta Chi, Acacia, 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Chi Omega, and 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
We cannof express our appre-
ciation enough to all of these 
wonderful people. Many thanks. 
Hunger Week Co-coordinators, 
Donny Powers & Susanna Hapgood 
Thanks 
To the Editor: 
i would like to extend my sincere 
gratitude to all of the participants 
in the MUSO BAND WARS I 
. Competition. Without your help, 
the evening would not have been 
as successful as it was. A special 
thanks to Doug Robar, the Techies, 
STVN, WUNH, Mary, the Judges, 
and last but never least Kim Platt 




end to apartheid. But what has been cioff, EliswMachado, Rohit Kichlu, To the Editor: 
done? Joyce Banister, Heleen Scheer, March has been proclaimed 
· South Africa's main reason for' Manrik Holtrop, Pinar Kaprali, American Red Cross Month by both 
getting away with this barbaric John Wiggins, Erica Randmere, and President Ronald Reagan and New 
cohcept is economics: it is minerally Jan Laetz. Hampshire Governor John H. 
rich. Many important ores and · - RESIDENT HALLS: Smith Hall, Sununu. 
minerals are bought from that Jessie Doe, Sawyer, Congreve, Scott, UNH President Dr. Gordon A. 
country. However, placing so much and McLaughlin. · Haaland was the first to join as a 
trust, either politically or econom- ORGANIZATIONS etc: Burger 1985 member of the Durham Red 
ically, in a government that is King, Bahaii Group, Non- Cross. 
controlled by such a minority (about traditional Students, International Among the UNH students work-
a fourth of the population is white) Alliance, U nitecf Campus Minis- ing in the membership enrollment 
is really unsound. tries, International Friendship campaign are the Tenth New 
Unrest is on the increase there, Group, St. Thomas Moore, Dover --"Hampshire Volunteers of Army 
and is bound to continue to increase. Cooperative Ministries. _ROTC and the Arnold Air Society 
A po~entially volatile situation could MEDIA: The New Hampshire, of Air Force ROTC. 
occur at any time. I would think that The Commuter A:dvocate, Foster's In Durham the American Red 
it would be in the best interest of Daily Democract, The Union Lead- Cross is staffed by volunteers and 
this country to 1. denounce apar- er (Manchester), WUNH, WGIR, entirely financed by membership 
theid, domestically and internation- WEBO, STVN, Channel 50. contributions. The Durham Red 
ally through all possible channels; We would especially like to thank Cross provides services of health 
2.forbusinessesoperatinginSouth Jennifer Wollmar whose self- andwelfareforresidentsofDurham 
Africa to either leave the country, initiative was responsible for con- ·and for students, faculty and staff 
or allevi<lte racial strain by employ- tacting and encouraging the fol- of.the University of New Hamp-
.. •: ....... ·~ . .. .. . , - . ~ ·- .. . . . ~ ~ .. ... .. ., . .. . . . . ..... .., ..... 
shire. Our Chapter.also has a small 
share in Red Cross efforts to help 
alleviate suffering aroung the world. 
During Red Cross Month, be-
come a member and "help Red 
Cross help_" by mailing a check for 
$1 or more to the American Red 
Cross, Durham Chapter, 18 Wood-
man Road, Durham, NH 03824 
Nobel K. Peterson, 
Chairman Durham Chapter, 
American Red Cross 
The New Hampshire'sletter policy 
The New Hampshire will try to print all letters in 
· their entirety based on available space. We reserve 
the right to edit letters. Letters should typed and 
no longer than two double-spaced pages. They must 
also be signed with the author's current legal name, 
address and telephone number. No anonymous letters 
will be printed in The New Hampshire. Please send 
letters to: The Editor 
The New Hampshire 
Room 151, MUB 
UNH 
Durham, NH 03824 
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University- Forum -
RAs: A Dual. Responsibility By The RA Council 
There is no question about the necessity of the 
Resident Assistant position. 
Recently, this integral part of the Residential 
Life department has been brought to the attention 
of _the community. Specifically, certain people and 
press have been projecting a negative image in 
relation to the RA job. The difficulty here is that 
these few people are generating their opinions 
to include all RAs across campus. 
and what created the position they are in. Needless 
to say this challenge is successfully met everyday 
by 130 RAs campus wide. 
It is almost unnecessary to say that with the job 
of the RA comes an untold amount of responsibility. 
This responsibility extends beyond the residents, 
other staff members and reaches the concept of 
the job itself. If RAs have a responsible _and 
legitimate complaint about their job, they have 
a responsibility to themselves to let it be known. 
The crux of the decision to make known a complaint 
or concern lies· in that it will hopefully improve 
the situation. There are ways, contrary to the 
overriding perceptions of the community and press, 
to bring people together, aware and ready to confront 
problems with the idea of improvement. There 
are always other RAs, Hall Directors and Area 
1ep1e~e1nadve:, LU l.i:,Lc11 anu 1c:,punu. 
anything from a broken window to a death in the 
family. Ironically, one has to question the true 
motives of a few secluded individuals who go against 
the very nature of their jobs. 
It is most likely that the person who counts every 
bit of furniture, makes the phone lists and knows 
where everything in the building is located, is not 
shut away at the moment writing anonymous letters 
about how discontented he/she is with the "system." . 
The fact is, at present, there are more RAs on this 
campus discontented with the image a disillusioned 
few have projected onto the RA position. 
For current and future RAs it is unpleasant to 
see a position they have worked hard to maintain 
stepped on by a disillusioned £ew and misrepresented 
in the press. If the problems these few voice are 
legitimate, where are the masses to follow? 
The RA Council was formed to better the position 
of the resident assistant. The high concern 
Residential Life has for the value of the RA led 
to the creation of RAC. The RA Council has opened 
yet another door for the RA to voice his/her concerns 
and enhance the job. It is hoped that all RAs will 
The RA jot l1as a unique twist to 1t. It is a twist 
that makes ic more challenging than many pro-
fessional jobs. The RA not only has a responsibility 
to the residents in the halls, but also a responsibility 
to the University. When all is said and done, it is 
the University, as an employer, that RAs must 
answer to. This kind of challenge is a success when 
a person cares about others, yet can maintain who 
There is no doubt that an RA is a valuable link 
to students and their concerns, so it is to everyone's 
advantage to keep open two-way communication. 
Hopefully, this will go in the direction of positive 
change rather than negative image. The RA position 
is such that _one must constantly be listening and 
responding to concerns. These concerns could be 
. look to this council to work directly with them and 
for them to help make genuine concerns a positive 
g1uw d1 fc1cto1 in the RA po3ition. 
The RA Council is composed of_ 12 RAs who advise 
Residential Life about RA matters and further 
respect for the RA position. · -
Runnin' in the, 
The best time of the day to truly 
understand the psychology of the 
amateur jogger isn't during the day 
at all: it's night. 
The dedicat~d jogger's personality 
comes across brutally clear when he/ she 
runs outside of his/her normal envir-
onment, namely, the daylight hours. 
I know, because I have recently entered 
into the jogger's Twilight Zone. Doo-
deedoodoo, doodeedoodoo ... 
The old four o'clock run no longer 
existed due to the scheduling of ·a class. 
Dinner then came hard upon its heels. 
Study and time for general laziness fell 
like a blanket, and before I knew it, 
my battle of die bulge was sitting for 
rhe seige. 
As any frustrated jogger, I took my 
failure to run each day with grace and 
the thanks of my weary feet. -Before 
long; though, I stopped wearing those 
tight, form-fitting shirts, and resorted 
to loose, bulky sweaters. While winter 
Twilight 
wore on, my waistline grew propor-
tionally. This I proudly carried as my 
"winter insulation"-made up of fine 
food and pitchers of quality beer-all 
bought and paid for. 
Finally, Spring pressed its wet nose 
against my window one day and barked: 
"It's springtime, it's springtime!" But 
Paradox and its older sister, Dilemma, 
still faced me-I couldn't run during 
the day. 
The darkening of my days as a jogger 
-seemed imminent. 
My vision quickly adjusted to the 
darkness. The cold air stung my face 
and my breath disappeared in t~e 
actinic glare of the mercury street lamps 
as I lightly sprinted outside my dorm 
for the first time after 7 p.m. I had 
armed myself with my Walkman to 
combat the loneliness I. was sure to find 
out here on these deserted streets. 
The first five hundred yards were 
the easiest and provided the basis for 
Give ·a -Little Bit 
American and Soviet negotiators will 
meet today in Geneva to begin the latest 
round of nuclear arms talks between 
the two super-powers. These talks are 
an attempt on the parts of both nations 
to reestablish the peace talks that ended 
in December 1983. Those negotiations 
were cut short when the Soviet Union 
left the bargaining table after President 
Reagan announced that the United 
States would be deploying Pershing 
II and Cruise missiles in western 
Europe. 
These latest talks, which are the 
result of negotiations between Secretary 
of State George Schultz and Soviet 
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko, 
have been preceded by a great deal of 
fanfare from both the press and the 
diplomatic community. Indeed, Schultz 
and Gromyko announced these talks 
by declaring their desire to eliminate 
nuclear weapons from the face of the 
globe forever. As a result many people 
are anticipating these negotiations with 
a great deal of hope. 
Unfortunately, however, this latest 
round of talks doesn't promise to 
deliver the results for which many 
people are hoping. Indeed, not only 
are these negotiations unlikely to 
eliminate nuclear weapons, but, like 
the previous talks with which the 
current administration has been in-
volved, this latest round probably will 
not lead to any meaningful concessions 
from either side. 
The principle reason for this likely 
lack of productivity lies within the 
structure of the talks. Neither side will 
be represented by its primary policy-
makers, but instead by a team of 
negotiators who will be allowed, not 
to actually negotiate, but merely to 
reci~e their governments' positions 
on the various issues of these nego-
tiations. As a result, what we will see 
will be less an example of negotiation 
than an expression of each country's 
offical position on nuclear weapons. 
Of course, this is nothing new in 
terms of nuclear arms negotiation. It 
has been especially prevalent through-
out the Reagan presidency. As a result, 
in recent years we have seen nuclear 
my disillusionment about my condition. 
- My eyes watered and my ·nose ran. I 
snapped in myAC/DCalbum to bolster 
my flagging lungs. It worked. And so 
did I, night after night. 
At first, the hazards of night running 
were minor; small twigs, icy puddles, 
the occasional dips in the road (both 
the bicyclists without headlights and 
the frost heaves), and the casual skunk 
foraging for a meal in garbage cans. 
Then strange things began to happen. 
Cars which would normally swerve 
around me during the day (recognizing 
my God-given right to the road) rushed 
up on me, barely giving me enough time 
to jump up onto the sidewalk. Drunken 
frat-boys would buzz by me in their 
cruise-bombers yelling obscenities or 
questioning my sanity. Sprority gir_ls 
would hoot out their windows at me, 
calling out numbers (I never made it 
higher than a six) and calling me in 
to join them in some obscure drinking 
arms talks which have been run by men 
who have no authority to negotiate. 
This was clearly shown during 
Reagan's first set of Strategic Arms 
Reduction Talks and the now infamous 
walk in the woods which occured when 
the American and Soviet negotiators 
got fed up with the stalemate that was 
being imposed upon them by their 
respective· governments. In the course 
of their walk in the woods the two 
negotiators were able to come to a 
compromise that they thought was 
mutually beneficial. Unfortunately, 
·this agreement was not consistent with 
the official policy guidelines of either 
the United States or the Soviet Union 
and consequently, each nation rejected 
the agreement. 
This is not to say that we should give 
up on nuclear arms talks. On the 
contrary, we must immediately commit 
ourselves to realistic and meaningful 
negotiation. 
The first step towards this mean-
ingful negotiation will have to be 
setting realistic goals. Instead of talking 
about how much they want to get rid 
By Ken Fish 
game. Even the usual passerby, who, 
during the day would either ignore me, 
or move ou( of my way, shunned me 
as though I were a passing nightmare, 
or an icy gust of wind. 
Night-time running does constitute 
a form of anti-social behavior which, 
under normal circumstance~, is usually 
frowned on by the larger society. 
Isolation from the average diurnal man 
is almost a requirement for night-time 
running: no talking while you run, 
concentration on things beyond your 
sight, running in places most people 
wouldn't walk during the day, and a 
growing sense of being awash in time; 
they're all symptoms of the night-
runner mentality. 
Rod Serling would be proud of me. 
Doodeedoodoo, doodeedoodoo, doo-
deedoodoo, doodeedoodoo ... 
Ken Fish is a night runner 
By Bill Smith 
of nuclear arms, George Schultz and 
Andrei Gromyko should be working 
together to achieve a bilateral nuclear 
freeze. Only then can the United States 
and the Soviet Union even begin to 
think about nuclear reduction. · 
Until both sides start to look at the 
n~gotiation process much differently 
we should not expect to see meaningful 
progress in nuclear arms reduction. 
And in a time when a majority of our 
nation's young people expect to die 
in a nuclear holocaust, this should be 
a priority. -
Both sides must ·also stop relying 
on negotiators who have no policy-
making influence. Instead George 
Schultz and Andrei Gromyko must 
become personally involved in the 
negotiations and each must be empo-
wered by his repective government to 
make meaningful concessions. 
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FINANCING-Where To Get Financing For A Business 
Stu.-t Pomplan (BSEE University of llllnols 1956; MBA Boston College 1960) 
Executive Director, Granite State Capital Corpora_tlon, Concord. 
Donald O'Brien, (BSJE UNH 1949) 
President, D.G. O'Brien, Inc., Seabrook. 
March 13 
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----SHUTTLE----
<cominuea from page 3) 
"I think that, no matter what, 
the plan will have to include a 
shuttle. The shuttle will be paid 
for by the SAF and will run on 
10 to 20 minute cycles depend-
ing on the time of day," Miller 
said. He said he would like to 
see the shuttle system be a part 
of the K-van because they 
already have supervisors and 
mechanics available. 
Student Body Vice President 
Ted Eynon, who is a member 
of the Traffic and Parking 
Committee, said he would def-
initely like to see Miller's plan 
put into effect: Although the. 
plan "still has a lot of gray area" 
it is, " the first major step taken 
for the initial phase of an overall 
comprehensive transportation 
plan," he said. 
He said he likes the idea of 
faculty, staff and commuters 
having the opportunity to have 
their own guaranteed parking 
spot, or to be able to park in A 
Lot and take a shuttle to avoid 
the long walk. 
He said another positive 
aspect is the opportunity to take 
the shuttle late at night when 
walking might be dangerous. 
"The University derives an 
income from parking permits 
and parking tickets in excess 
of $200,000.00 which goes di-
rectly to the General Fund, thus 
creating disincentive to solve 
the present parking situation," 
Eynon said. 
----SENATE----
(continued from page 3) 
ance in court. 
The new rule states that any 
student charged with breaking 
University rules will be notified 
by the party bringing charges 
within five academic days of the 
incident whether or not Judte1al 
action is recommended. If the 
identity of the violator is un-
known, the person bringing 
charges has five academic days 
from the establishment of iden-
tity to notify the s.tudent of the 
charges. Proper notification 
consists of presenting the in-
cident report to the alleged 
violator within the above stated 
period of time. 
The person bringing charges 
has five academic days from the 
date of student notification to 
process the report through the 
Dean of Student Affairs Off ice. 
The Dean of Student Affairs 
Office must provide the alleged 
violator with the specific rule 
or regulation violated with the 
time and place of the claimed 
violation and other information 
necessary for a proper defense, 
the names of the person(s) 
reporting the claim and the time 
and place of the meeting at least 
72 hours before the time of the 
scheduled hearing. 
William Kidder, associate 
Dean of Students, judicial sys-
tems coordinator, said the new 
rule "primarily influences part 
of the Judicial System before it 
gets to a formal hearing .. .It · 
makes sure there is a reasonable 
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Arts & Features 
MUB Pub hosts 
funk .band 
By Ed Garland 
"You guys gotta make me feel 
like I'm in the Worcester C_en-
trum," joked Charles Pettigrew, 
vocalist for Down A venue. 
Down Avenue, a Boston 
based funk/ dance band, played 
for an audience of about thirty 
people Friday night at the MUB 
Pub. 
l Down A venue is a band that 
__ ~Qmpe!Is their audience to dance 
whether they want to o-r not. -
By the third song, most of the 
small audience had hit the dance 
floor. 
The band is made up of 
Charles Pettigrew on vocals, 
Fred Hsia on guitar, Alvan Long 
on percussion, and Dave Dims 
Charles Pettigrew, lead singer for the funk/ dance band Down Avenue,' performed for the and Don Forte who trade off on 
audience at the MUB Pub Friday night. (Diana Frye photo) · - - keys and bass. 
Italy _comes to Durham 
By Maura Malone 
The band plays original, up-
beat songs filled with rich, funky 
·bass and clear, moving vocals. 
The songs, complete with the 
sounds of a moog synthesizer, 
sometimes seemed influenced 
by Thomas Dolby's sound?· This 
band will be going places if they 
continue in this direction. 
• "Everyone (in the· band) 
writes songs," said bassist Forte. 
"We try' to get input from 
everyone so the songs don't 
sound the same." 
Surprisingly enough, the band 
has only been together for five 
months . According to Forte, 
they have been working hard 
·te pull their sound together. __ 
The second set was even 
better than the first. It consisted 
of nine songs, including a repeat 
performance of " Girlfrien-d" 
(named by Boston rock radio 
station WFNX as the "pick of 
the month").- "Girlfriend," 
"Tropics" and "This Moment" 
will comprise the band's second 
album, which will be released 
soon. 
The band played as though 
they were at the Centrum, 
returning for three encores and 
finishing well after 12:30. 
Last Saturday night, seven 
students brought the spirit of 
Italy to Durham. 
The hotel administration 
students marketed, managed, 
cooked and served a five course 
Italian dinner at the Faculty 
Center as part of a Thompson 
School internship program. 
"Come to Italy" was the first 
of three international dinners 
planned for the semester. 
The Faculty Center was an 
ideal setting for the dinner. Its 
small quaint rooms were trans-
formed into an Italian villa. The 
tables, smartly set with green 
_and red trim, were placed in 
half-circles throughout the 
room. A small musical ensemble 
composed of flutist Cindy Re-
billard and cellist Gary Hodges 
played baroque music during the 
meal. 
manager, and Carol Houghtal-
ing, a UNH graduate who is the 
general manager of the Faculty 
Center. In addition to Gianna-
tasio, six other interns helped 
prepare and serve the dinner. 
Gaffey was marketing manager, 
Adam Blumenstein was the 
general manager of the Faculty 
Center, Tom Modica was the 
maitre d'hotel, Holly Martinson 
and ~ebecca Schmid managed · 
the dining room · and Doug 
Korell served as both the f i-
nance manager and as the as-
sistant chef. In addition, Faculty 
Center Staff member Jennifer 
Brook was the assistant chef. 
Jamaican reggae-
American style 
The meal was delicious, as 
good as any available in fine 
Italian restaurants. A parmesan 
cheese soup made up the first 
course: followed by fresh bread, 
still warm from the oven and 
a cold pasta salad. Each guest _ 
was then served a frozen con-
fection made with fresh lemons-
as an introduction to the main 
course, the Pollo Alla Marsela. 
To conclude this fine meal, a 
lucious chocolate-laced_ rum 
cake, II Diplomattico, was 
served and enjoyed by all. 
~ 
The success of the dinner was 
lt1rgely due to the internship 
program. According to Stacy 
Gaffey, a senior hotel admin-
istration major and marketing 
manager of the dinner, "This _ 
type of internship provides 
students with a sense of on-the-
job training because they must, 
over a four week period, plan~ 
market, sell and coordinate, by 
themselves, small banquets with 
provided entertainment." 
Gaffey credits much of the 
evening's success to co-workers 
Chris Giannatasio, functions 
Over· fifty people, including 
many faculty members and 
students, attended Saturday's 
dinner. 
The hotel administration 
interns will now focus their 
efforts on their next dinner. 
"Celebrating Springtime in a 
Parisian Cafe" will be held on 
April 13. Tickets will be avail-
Fa 1 Center. 
_ ............ - .1i ...... _ 
.;f,, 
The }:'.a~ulty Center offered students a taste of Italian cooking on Saturday night, when interns 
prepaMd a special dinner.(Brenda Loony photo) - ;. 
The Blue Riddim Band 
Alive in Jamaica 
Flying Fish Records 
In August of 1982, during the 
famous Reggae Sunsplash Fes-
tival which is held every 
summer at Montego Bay in 
Jamaica, The Blue Riddim Band 
performed a set of American 
reggae that has finally been 
released on vinyl. 
At the end of "Feeling Soul," 
singers Scott Korchak and Bob 
Zohn proclaim, "We're white-
... but we got some soul anyway." 
This statement points out two 
of the more interesting things 
. associated with the band. 
First, The Blue Riddim Band 
is completely composed of white 
people. They do, however, play 
very respectable reggae music 
and, according to the liner notes, 
they were proclaimed by 
Rockers magazine to be the best 
performance of the four-day 
Suns plash. 
Second, the· band does have 
soul, but not strictly in the sense 
that they can play "real'' reggae 
music. The Blue Riddim Band 
is based in the midwest (Chicago 
and Kansas City, according to 
their introduction) and they 
show the influences of Chicago 
blues. This style of playing the 
blues is clearly evident in Blue 
Riddim's use of the saxaphone 
and the blues harp. 
The highlights of the album 
include "Chariots of Fire," a 
great ska tune with the ever-
present blues influenced sax 
riffs, "There's a Law," which 
has shades of an American 
gospel song and an up-beat harp 
blowing throughout, and "Nan-
cy Reagan." 
"Nancy Reagan" features : 
great horn leads that show how 
tight this band is during their 
shows. This song is indicat~ve 
of all songs on the LP. All of 
them possess a certain studio 
quality not from re-mixing but -
from the original performance. 
Furthermore "Nancy Reagan" 
displays the vocal precision of 
vocalists Korchak and Zohn, 
which is understandable and 
open. . 
The lyrics, although not typ-
ical of the record, reflect a 
unique (American) political 
conscience that is so integral 
to reggae: 
My name is Nancy Reagan 
My'husband's name is Ron 
He rules our nation. 
All my clothes are from the 
best designers 
All my china is a perfect 
match. 
Alive in Jamaica is a very good 
record, -especially since it was 
recorded live before 16,000 folks 
in the Carribean. This record 
is an almost perfect sampler for 
a first time listener, who may 
have been put off by the repe-
titiveness of some reggae music. 
The Blue Riddim Band plays 
engaging and utterly enjoyable 
reggae music that could spell 
success for the band in the 
future. 
BY THOM MROZEK 
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Tashi finishes national tour at UNH 
By Barbara Koontz 
Tashi, a clarinet and strings 
ensemble, ended its thirteen-
_stop United States tour at 
UNH Sunday evening by giving 
_ a final concert at the Johnson 
Theater. 
The musical group consists 
of violinist Ida Kavafian, cla-
rinetist Richard Stoltzman, 
celloist Fred Sherry, and guest 
artists Theodore Arm on violin 
and Steven _Tenenbom on viola. 
Tashi's concert presented 
eight works, including two 
which were not on the program. 
Both these two works were by 
Bach. Tashi played his "Sym-
phonie No. 4 "and a familiar 
choral piece in honor of the 
composer's 300th birthday this 
year. 
11The Concertina in One 
Movement for String 
Quartet"(l920), by Igor Sta-
vinsky, began the concert. It is 
a modernistic pie~e which was 
technicalJy very difficult to play. 
Tashi executed it with·ease. The 
irregular rhythm patterns and 
alternating allegro and largh-
etto passages kept the listeners 
interested. 
Antonin Dvorak's "Selections 
from .Cypresses; Twelve Songs 
for String Quartet, "followed. 
Tashi presented four move-
ments from the original twelve. 
They were love songs which 
were hauntingly beautiful and 
extremely well played. 
The Quintet for ctarinet and 
Strings, Opus 30"( 1923) by Paul 
Hindemith consisted of five 
movements. Instead of a break 
between the first two move-
ments, a soothing cello solo led 
into the second movement. 
The third movement present-
ed the main body of the piece 
and it was a frenzied waltz 
· --played primarily by an E flat 
clarinet. 
The intermission was fol-
lowed by "Two Nocturnes for 
Clarinet and Cello," by William 
Thomas McKinley. It was re-
miniscent of the background 
music for a horror movie. The 
repetitive cello passage and 
continuous trill by the clarinet 
made the piece sound very eerie. 
The second nocturne was a 
difficult allegro movement with 
both the cello and the clarinet 
racing up and down the secdes. 
,The clipped ending left the 
audience hanging on the last 
note, abruptly aware that it was 
finished. 
The concluding piece was the 
"Quintet for Clarinet and 
Strings in A Major, K. 581," by 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. It 
1.5 c.1 well k. n vwn pi.c\..C whid1 
begins with a stirring clarinet 
and cello passage which eases 
into a slow, lilting playing of 
scales by the clarinet. The third 
movement flows a little more 
quickly with a pretty violin solo. 
The fourth and final movement 
was a magnificent conclusion 
to Mozart's work and Tashi's 
performance of it was splendid. 
T ashi presented a wonderful 
concert and provided amusing 
Tashi: an ensemble made up of clarinet and strings, performed at UNH last Sunday night(Dorothea 
V. Haeften photo, courtesy of Frank Soloman Associates) 
The fourth movement was an narration to fill the audience 
Arioso and the fifth movement in on the pieces they played. 
DSC 
· l d was what Stoltzman, the clari- Their execution of the music 
P
l w-nse11ts com, n el" rw-~ma netist' had referred to jokingly was ~xcell~nt an~ entertaining. 
. ,i C,, I.-'· ~ ,i U as the first movement played Tash1 left its audience applaud-
backwards. ing for more. 
By Consuelo B. Congreve 
The Durham Stage Company 
presents a realistic and physi-
cologically complex interpre-
tation of Eugene O'Neill's "A 
Moon for the Misbegotten" at 
the Mill Pond Center. 
Phil ~nd Josie Hogan, Irish 
immigrant tenants on Jim Ty-
rone's Connecticut farm, strug-
gle to buy the poor, rocky land 
from Jim before their wealthy 
neighbor, Standard Oil heir T. 
. Stedman Harder, can. Josie has 
a reputution of being the town 
slut, one that she embraces 
laughlingly. Phil kids her about 
her affection for Jim, which she 
denies. 
From the very first scene of 
the play, whenJohn Carmichael, 
as Phil, walks onstage with an 
axe in one hand and a live 
chicken in the other, a feeling 
of authenticity is established. 
Carmichael's grumbling curses 
and readiness to spit when 
things dis please him, to the 
dismay of the front row center 
audience, coupled with his heavy 
Irish brogue and stained overalls 
made it seem as if he were 
actually standing in the front 
yard of his scruffy farm. 
Charline Mason, as the bois-
terous Josie, walks around the 
set in bare feet, pausing to cut 
vegetables, sweep the porch, and 
wipe her brow with water from 
the "well" in center stage. Her 
brogue is enticing with its·softly 
trilled r's. 
The two have an undeniable 
chemistry. They play a game of 
cursing and yelling at one anoth-
er, but it is obvious that they 
take a great joy in one another. 
Phil teases Josie abou·t her 
reputation and her liking for 
Jim. When they hear of Jim's 
schemes to sell the farm to 
Harder for $10,000, they plot 
to catch him in bed with Josie 
and blackmail him into selling 
the farm to Phil for $2,000. 
What follows is the most 
compelling part of the play-
the cat and mouse, love-hate 
relationship between Jim and 
Jo~ie. Jim is slickly played by 
Edward Langlois, who also 
designed the costumes and set. 
Langlois seems to have trouble 
remembering his lines, often 
sturr:ibling_ over the first few 
words. . 
But his performamce is w•t • 
strong enough to emphasize I ness JS 
Jim's deep Freudian struggles . 
with his now dead parents. All th h • 
he wants from Josie is for her w_ IT 01 __. WI T~tc 111'!/ 
to mother him, so he can forget t"t" 1 i I t"t" ~ 
the guilt he has about displeas-
ing his mother. Josie alternates 
from being loving to being 
abrasive, first coming onto Jim . 
then pushing him away. Her 
reputation as a slut, it seems, 
may not be wholly earned. 
The two finally get behind 
the lies that they've been telling 
themselves and the world and 
come to an understanding under 
the moonlight. Jim reveals how 
his guilt over liis mother's death 
has caused him to stay drunk 
most of the time, and emphas-
ized the revulsion he feels for 
the women he's slept with.Josie 
quits hiding behind her "slut" 
image and lets her beautiful soul 
shine through. 
"A Moon for the Misbegot-
ten" plays at the Mill ' Pond 
Center until March 31. It is a 
well thought-out, well acted, and 
interesting play that is well 
worth the walk out to the 
theatre. · 
Witness,a Paramount Pictures 
release, starring Harrison 
Ford and Kelly McGillis. Di-
rected by Peter Weir. -Rated 
R. 
~y Karen Levy 
Witness takes the viewer 
from the violence of the city to 
the tranquility of the Amish 
countryside. John Book is an 
outsider, to the Amish world of 
strict codes and brotherly love, 
but he can't return to the city. 
The film begins in the Amish 
country of Pennsylvania. Ra-
chel, a young Amish widow, is 
taking her son on a visit to her 
father's house. Samuel has never 
been on a train before and he 
is wonderstruck by the expe-
rience. While changing trains 
in a city station, Samuel see a 
gruesome murder taking place. 
He is the only witness to this 
murder of an undercover police 
officer. 
John Book, .the officer who 
investigates the death, insists 
Samuel try to identify the killer. 
This is the beginning of a 
nightmare for the Amish moth-
er and her son. Their world of 
non-violence and harmony 
comes crashing down around 
them. After looking at many 
photographs and line-ups, Sam 
identifies the man. Ironically, 
he is a police officer. When Book 
learns his superiors were in-
volved in the murder, both his 
and Sam's lives are suddenly in 
danger. Book takes refuge with 
the Amish people, where he 
finds safety, at least for a while. 
he is used to. They are used to 
hard work and simple pleasures. 
Book is amused by their ways 
and perhaps feels superior to 
them. 
Suddenly he is thrown into 
their world and forced to con-
form to their code of b~havior. 
He must trade his gun in for a 
hammer and nails. Rachel and 
Book are_ attracted to one anot'et 
even. though they are from very 
different worlds. 
Harrison Ford is at his best 
in this film. He is charming, 
funny, and touching. He is able 
to portray himself as a good cop 
and a tender lover. Ford can 
convey emotions without saying 
a word. His presence is powerful 
and moving, and his acting is 
real and believable. Ford reveals 
the anger and joys of a man, not 
a demi-god. This makes him all 
the more attractive to the view-
er. We can laugh with him and 
sympathize with him. 
Rachel is played by Kelly 
McGillis. Although not as vi-
brant as Ford, her performance 
was very good. She plays a young 
Amish woman who questions 
her own happiness with her 
people after meeting Book. She 
is caught between her attraction 
for him and fear for her son's 
life. 
. Josie Hogan, played by Charline Mason, argues with her husband Phil, played by John Carmichael, 
tn the Durham Stage Company's production of "A Moon for the Misbegotten."(Sara Low 
photo) 
Book is a tough city cop who 
is used to the fast life. Vicious · 
crimes are an everyday occu-
rance for him. He sees Sam and 
his mother as oddities. Their 
plain black dress stands out f mm 
the more fashionable city attire 
Overall the movie was very 
impressive. The end was -unreal-
istic but the rest of the movie 
was quite believable. The con-
cept of contrasting the Amish 
way of life and the rest of the 
world was interesting and orig-
inal. Witness is a thriller, a love 
story, and a look at a mysterious 
group of people. It is a tho-
roughly enjoyable and exciting 
film. Witness is well put togeth-
. er and well executed, a rarity 
in the film world 
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Founder of the National Women's Political Caucus 
President of Women-USA, author of The Gender 
Gap: Bella Abzug's Guide to Political Power for 
Women .. 
former three-term congresswoman 
Wednesday, March 13 
8 pm, Granite State Room, MUB 
Suggested donation, $2.00 
1~~1~~ 
~ 1~ ~ J*A*2*2 
~ WUNH 11-3 FH 
Sunday afternoons from 2-4, 
Monday and Tuesday nights from 
8-10 




A 3 \~ beyond ... 
"'\* ,~, 
Q(\ -J . \}~\-• 
1,. ,t 
\\\\<>1,. 
• l f ~ I 
THE WORLD 
IS YOUR CAMPUS 
Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt, 
Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages 
sail in February and September offering 12-15 
transferable hours of credit from more than 60 voyage-
. .related courses. . 
The S.S. UNIVERSE is an American-built ocean 
liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea admits 
students without regard to color, race or creed. 
For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195. 
or write: 
Semester at Sea 
Institute for Shipboard Education 
University of Pittsburgh, 2E Forbes Quadrangle 
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 
Applications still accepted for Fall '85 
and Spring '86 Voyages! 
·· Representative will be on campus April 1 and 2 




.Jack Edward Hubbell, C.S.B. 
MEMBER OF THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE . 
BOARD OF LECTURESHIP 
U.N.H. Memorial Union Building 
SENATE MERRIMACK ROOM 305-306 
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COMICS 
GARFIELD By JIM DAVIS 
uU5TTHINK ••• 
ALL TMI~ TIME. 
I'VE ~E.EN fATIN& 
OLV ANP INFERIOR 
DOONESBURY By GARY TRUDEAU 
~ ~.IJJWJ MAKE A 8RJ6HllR.l¥lY 
SO /£T'S START 6/VIN6! 
7HERE'S A CJIOIC6 IE'P£ 
''/1£',e 5AV/N6(}(JR oaJI t/V~S .. 
ff'S 77?/113 141& MAJ<& A 86T-
1E/? PAY, JUST YIJ//ANP Me/'' 
rl.V.:. II 
/Yl7,, 
BLOOM COUNTY By BERKE BREATHED 
OKAY, ffllAS / 
f£f'S (£T 1HIS 
'' SPeC/Al £/JmON" 












Y€SS/IU 5/R,,1 see 
11€€ ! H€€ ! 1HAT 1H€R€;S 
CHOCK f1 f(Jt.l F'fl(:£ 
FVU. OF CLOS€-(Jf PHOTO 
l/6€f?Al Of 11Nll 71/f<.N€F/S 
BIAS _I UPS ON PIK-£ ON€. 
I 
501feCOUtP 
SIi? .•. MANY V!KYW€U8€ 
IN Af?Ol€5CeNfS CREll1TN6 A 
cot.OR. Rell!l OUR 50. GeNef(fITTON OF 
\ 
f'AP€R. 







By JEFF MACNELL Y 
~TI FOUND 
A Pl.AC€ f0r2 IL 
I TOL.P <(OU, GK't-'1,€(2, 
E.'JE.~ TlJf(N '(OUfZ ~ 
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HIGHWAY 61.5 REVISITED By R JAY ILG & JEFF JAMES 
-HUNGER-
<cominued from page 3) 
night. 40 students walked with 
candles down Main Street 
through,. tb1; lower quad, and 
through the MUB. 
Powers saie they are planning 
to donate $SDO of the money to 
the soup kitchen in order to 
help fund a seed-program that 
will help 3000 people in the 
area. The rest of the money will 
be sent to either Oxfam Amer-
ica, or Save the Children, inter-
national relief organizations. 
-SCARED-
<cominued from page 5) 
A woman does not have to be 
bulimic or anorexic to have an 
eating disorder, he said. 
"Many women feel those 
pressures to diet, to look skin-
ny," he sa_id. "Some people get 
caught up in that and it affects 
them," he said. 
Foodfright is an entertaining 
way of letting students know 
that a problem exists, Dieleman 
said. "This is a way of raising 
some consciousness about it, 
some awareness of the issue," 
he said. 
-RESEARCH-
(concinued from page 5) 
Institutes of Health (NIH). But 
with the Reagan budget cuts 
"funding will be dificult to find," 
and new research studies will 
have less of a chance of being 
funded, Farber said. 
For now, Farber said "we are 
waiting to see what will happen 
at the March of Dimes Foun-
dation and the NIH." 
"Until pioneers discover 
something no one pays atten-
tion to them. That's the way it 
is in science," she said. 
-WOMEN-
(cominued from page 2) 
at The University of the Phi-
lippines are women, and women 
make up about half of the 
faculty, she ,said. 
Furthermore, Schweikart said 
two of her sisters are doctors, 
another a nurse, and a fourth 
a professor at The University 
of the Philippines. This is not 
considered unusual among Fil-
ilpinos, she said. 
But there are women's issues 
being debated in the Philip-
pines, Schweikart said, including 
equal pay for equal work, house-
wives' salaries and women in 
the military. 
Schweikart said it is impor-
tant not to "guilt trip" people 
into supporting women's issues. 
"It doesn't trick me into a 
sense of responsibility," she 
said. 
-TERMITES-
(concinued from page 3) 
their doors. 
Sanders said New England 
laboratories will do the exter-
mination over spring break. 
"They'll be corralling the bugs 
and doing the work," Sanders 
said. "The critters are breeding 
around that time anyway." 
In addition to drilling the 
process involves an insecticide 
undernearth floor slabs. 
McLaughlin had this treatment 
four years ago. 
"The solution was supposed 
to be permanent," Whitaker 
said. "It doesn't seem to be 100 
percent." 
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.____A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s_fo_r_R_e_n_t _ ! •l 
Wanted, female for Durham sublet. Brand 
new house, fully furnished, located on Main 
Street. The apartment includes all utilities 
and is availagble for immediate and 
summer occupancy. Rend. Asking 240/ mo. 
but possibly negotiable (more than $50) 
868-6303 ask for Mary 
Female roommate wanted . Old Madbury 
Lane. Apt. Dover $200/mth or negotiable. 
Call Noreen after 7 (7 42-1924) or Laura 
after 5 (742-3867) 
Wanted: small house or apartment for the 
1985-86 school year-willing to sign long -
term (up to 3 years) lease. Adult, full time 
UNH student with onP rl;:i 11ohtpr (13) ,::ind 
small , well-behaved dog & cat. Willing to 
pay substantial secutiry. Must be in Oyster 
River School District. (Durham, Lee or 
Madbury) Call Pat, 659-6821 . 
ARE YOU TIRED OF FINDING ONLY 
RUN-DOWN DELAP IT ATED PLACED TO 
LIVE IN DURHAM? HOW ABOUT LIVING 
IN A BRAND NEW HOUSE OFF OF MILL 
RD. ON 3 HEMLOCK WAY? WE HAVE 2 
LARGE DOUBLES AVAILABLE, 3 BATHS, 
FULL KITCHEN AND FURNISHED LIVING 
ROOM WITH FIREPLACE, LARGE BACK-
YARD WITH GARDEN, RUNNING AND 
CROSS-SOUNTRY SKI TRAILS OUT 
BACK- IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY-CALL 
868-1482 
I_Help_W•nted_. 1(11) 
Alaska Summer employmentl Excellent 
opportunities to make good money. Fisher-
ies , parks , construction and much morel 
1985 employment information. pamphlet. 




CAN HAVE MONEY TO TRAVEL ANY-
WHERE YOU LIKE OR BUY ANYTHING 
YOU WANT -NOWI ARE YOU EARNING 
WHAT YOU'RE WORTH OR WOULD LIKE 
TO SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME? 
WOULD YOU LIKETO REPRESENT PRO-
DUCTS THAT WORK AND YOU CAN BE 
PROUD OF? JOIN THOUSANDS OF SUC-
CESSFUL PEOPLE THAT MAKE ANY-
WHERE FROM AN AVERAGE OF $1,000 
TO $25,000 PER MONTHI TO TRAVEL-
ING-NO DOOR TO DOOR-WORD OF 
MOUTH IS THE KEYi PRODUCTS HAVE 
A 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 
MAKE MONEY NOWI ASK ME HOW CALL 
868-1482 FOR AN INTERVIEW. 
Registrar 's office work study positions 
available for spring to start immediately. 
Prefer morning hours. Call Janet in records 
at 2-1554 or 2-1502 or stop by Room 8A, 
Thompson Hall. 
Need a responsible adult to watch over 
two small children 3 days a week, friday 
and Satuday from 2 pm until 11 pm and 
on Sundays from 2 pm until 3 am. Refer-
ences needed, base salary of $70.00 a 
week . Please call any morning or early 
afternoon at 7 49-1863. 
Summer employment and internships. 
National internship search manages a 
computer database of 15,000 nationwide 
positions. Fortune 500 gov't arts, sciences 
publishing etc . Students require individ-
ualized printouts based on prerequisites 
qualifications, etc. Details Nis. 2505 Eye 
St. NW Washington DC 20037 
Overseas Jobs. Summer, yr. round. Europe 
S. Amer, australias, Asis all fields $900-
2000. Sightseeing free info. Write !JC. PO 
Bx 52-NH Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 
Registrar's office work study positions 
available for spring to start immediately .. 
Prefer morning hours. Call Janet in records 
at 2-1554 or 2-1502 or stop by Room 8A, 
Thompson Hall. 
Summer jobs, hotel on maine coa_st needs 
ass't mghr and chamber maids, salary, tips, 
room . Call Mr. Blake 1-207-363-6566 or 
write Box 555 York harbor Me. 03911 
HONDA 350-4. An old bike , but good , 
reliable transportation . $300. Mark 868 -
5823 
Guitar for Sale: 1972 Martin D-18 acoustic-
exc shape, new Martin thinline transducer 
installed. Great action and excellent tone 
whether acoustic or amplified. Hardshell 
case included $550.00 Call Rob 749-2936. 
Leave message. 
Bicycle for sale: Bianchi Super, 12 speed, 
23" frame Shiman 600 Derailleuns, gran-
loupe brakes, low miles, must sell , $350 
or BO Call (616) 4 70-3059 Ask for Jon . 
or leave a not in Box 137 in WSBE. 
1978 Toyota in excellent condition ($1,00) 
for more information call 862-1310, after 
4:30 pm Call 742-3208. Drive away on 
Spring break in your own earl 
Air conditioned 1980 Datsun 210, roomy 
4 door with an economical 5 speed. I 
brought it from Nebraska last summer and 
it is in very good condition. Must sell, sking 
2,500. 868-6306 ask for Mary. 
Datamedia Elite 3000 COMPUTER TER-
MINAL" for salel Advanced Video' With 
a modem, it can access UNH computers 
by phone. $275 or bo. Call Steve evenings 
at 868-~862 (this time the phone number 
is correct). 
77 Blue plymouth Arrow. Ac.4 sp. 50,000 
miles . Am/FM converter. all new tires. 
$2,200 or best 
Eastman view camera , 8" by 1 0" , 
w I gundlach. convertible lens and betax 
shutter. 304 mm and 635 mm. Leather 
bellow. Brass. Working condition. Best offer. 
436-4221 . 
Must sell! 45 Wet Senasi receiver Technics. 
belt drive turntable lyric 25 wh speakers. 
equipment new in '84. $250.00 or bo. Call 
Lori at 868-9832 or 2-2428. 
Bicycle for sale. Bianchi spuer, 12 speed, 
23" frame shimano 600 deraillerus, gran-
loupe brakes, low miles, must well, $350.00 
or bo. (617) 470-3059. Ask for Jon or leave 
a note in box 137 in WSBE. 
NEED TO LOSE UNWANTED POUNDS? 
WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ALOE BASED 
NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FROM CALIFOR-
NIA YOU CAN LOSE 12-29 LBS. A MONTH 
ONI 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 
LOSE WEIGHT NOWI ASK ME HOW! CALL 
868-1482 
DO YOU FEEL TIRED, SLUGGISH, NEVER 
ENOUGH ENERGY TO STUDY? WANT TO 
BOOST YOUR ENERGY LEVEL WITHOUT 
STIMULANYTS OR DRUGS? WE HAVE 
AN HERBAL/ ALOE BASED NUTRITIONAL 
SYSTEM FROM CALIFORNIA THAT IS 
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY THAT WILL 
HELP YOU SHAKE THAT RUN-DOWN 
FEELINGI ALL NATURAL PRODUCTS 
WILL GIVE YOU AN ENERGY BOOST 
WHILE YOU GET HEAL THY AT THE SAME 
TIMEI 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 
FEEL GREAT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL 
868-1482 
PRIVATE MUSIC INSTRUCTION: Gui-
tar/bass guitar/ 4 & 5 string banjo/music 
theory. $5 .00/half houri FIRST LESSON 
FREEi Call 473-2892 (Ask for Jonathan) 
TYPING SERVICE-WILL TYPE RESUMES, 
REPORTS, ETC, STUDENT DISCOUNT, 
ON A CPT WORD PROCESSING UNIT 
WITH PRINTER. Call 436-3060, Paper 
Express, Portsmouth . 
Sewing alterations for men and women. 
expert workmanship. Heirloom wedding 
gowns our specialty. Off Rte. 108 near Kari 
Van stop. Wesew studio. Phone 749-6829 
HAVE YOU TRIED TO GAIN OR MANTAIN 
YOUR WEIGHT, OR ADD BULK WITH NO 
SUCCESS? WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ ALOE 
BASED NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FROM 
CALIFORNIA THAT WILL HELP YOU GAIN 
OR KEEP YOUY AT THE WEIGHT YOU 
NEED AND HET HEAL THY SHILE YOU DO 
!Tl 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
GAIN WEIGHT NOWI ASK ME HOWi CALL 





SB-I wish th ings were better between us, 
Having a party? Pick up a three gallon tub but I know they can 't be right now. Thanx 
of premium ice cream-just $11 at the farm . for talking to me when you really didn't feel 
We have ½ gallons, too, in 41 flavors . Green like it-I appreciate it (and so does my 
Dream Farm , Rte 155A, Lee-659-5127. stomach!) Have fun in the sun! Take Care, 
Open 7 days, 7 am-9 pm DG 
---------- ----
Don B.- Thank you for Friday night. I 
enjoyed myself and I hope you did too. Your 
friend, D.G. 
Petitions are now available for Student Body 
President and Vice President. Pick up the 
petitions at the Student Senate Office, 
Room 130, MUB. Must submit with 200 
signatures by March 29th. Any further 
questions, please contact Bill Robidoux 
at the Student Senate office. 
Caroline B.-Get psyched for Friday night! 
The 6 of us will dance up a storm. Love, 
D.G. 
Kristin P.-Have a great time in Colorado' 
Let's get together ALONE after break, 
okay?! Dee Dee 
Lisa You're finally legal. Happy Birthday 
from A111..11ea, FauIa , GynthIa, Mary, and 
Kris. PS. Partyll 
Holly, here it is, your very own personal 
that was promised to you. I really do . 
understand so take your time and enjoy 
yourself. I'll always be there for you. Always, 
BEAST 
I lost my sweater on Friday, March 1 at an 
apartment near the Post Office. It was a 
blue fishing sweater with white dots. 
Substantial reward for its return. It had 
special value. Please contact Erick, rm 
125 Engelhardt. 
The Spanish Club has planned a reunion 
para charlar at 8:00 pm on Tuesday, March 
12 at Tin Palace. All interested students 
are encouraged to comel 
KRISTEN, MAL, PAM, and SUE: Thanks 
guys for making my spring break an 
awesome one. I miss having you around 
all the time to party and have fun with. See 
y'all in May and please don't be queer. 
Francoise-Hope you had fun this wee-
kend. I did . Thanks for inviting me to the 
coctail party. Hope you have fun in 
California. Have a nice spring break. Tim 
To the Bahama mama's of Alpha Xi-have 
an awesome time next week. Send me a 
postcard' Luv, Mary 
Dr-no parking on the dance floor! 
K. M.-Get ready for a wild semester with 
your big sisl There are so many great times 
ahead , but let's try to remember them-
I guess I'll have to take some more pictures. 
Love Mary 
Sue-can't wait to hit the Big Apple this 
weekend' Who cares if we won't be taril 
Speck, have a great time in Florida next 
week. This year, let loose and live it up! 
Can 't wait to hear the wild stories . wish 
I was joining in on the fun in the sun , but 
I guess I' ll have the chance this summe. 
Love your longtime roommie 
Gretch, Florida, Here we come! Only 3 more 
daysI Get psyched for a week of sun, fun, 
G&T's, and gorgeous men on the beach!! 
And no books! Heaven, Love Brenda 
Joanne L. Happy birthday kiddo!IIGet 
psyched for drinks and nachos. Love, your 
roomie Crisco 
White male, 25 years old. Prisoner wished 
to correspond with anyone interested in 
writing. I have many interests. Will answer 
all that write. Your simles and flicks would 
really help. I'm from Boston MA. Paul S 
Cruwys # 84-A-2253 Box 149 Attica NY 
14011 
Lisa S. Yes You. Happy 22nd birthday. 
Finally a personal. Since we wil soon 
graduate, I figured it was about time. You've 
been the best friend and roommate anyone 
could possibly want for 4 years. For all the 
laughs, talks, dinners , drinks, aerobics, 
RI road trips, cokie and popcorn fits. and 
silly spaz outs. Thanks. I would never have 
made it through without you! Now that we're 
about to leave (anve boy do we want to 
be gone) we can't forget the best times. 
Your birthday will be one to remember. Let's 
go nuts. Love ya,Jen 
Matt, your rose is coming, the Wednesday 
after spring break? Have a great vacation. 
Suzanne 
"Spring Break" at the MUB cafeteria 
Wednesday, March 13, 11 -1 pm Come stuff 
your face before you hit the beaches! 
Tortellini, cheese enchiladas, mushroom 
soup paprika, tomato bisque. zucchini and 
squash medley . Carrot fettucin, fried 
pineapples. Awesome food for low prices 
at the MUB cafeteria Wednesday March 
13 between 11 am and 1 pm 
The new Masque and Dager society wil 
hold a meeting fe,r new members Thursday, 
March 14, at 7:30 pm in the Hennessy 
Theater, PCAC. Everyone interested in any 
aspect of theatrical arts is welcome. 
Florida for spring break . Needed two 
passengers to share driving and expenses 
to Ft. Lauderdale If interested call Steve 
868-6119 or Chris 868-6298 
Ron, here's your personal! Now you owe 
me one! S.S. 
Maureen, Foges and Chris, Can't wait until 
this weekend. Of course with our luck our 
hotel will burn down, luggage will get lost, 
we'll get sun poisoning, arrested, and our 
plane will lose a wing. Anyway, I'm sure 
we'll have a great time. I'm really looking 
forward to this. Lori 
Prudie, remember the talk we had the other 
night? I say we should go to the ENDS of 
the campus and take some "measure-
ments." What do you think? La pebble. 1 ¼-
Is that inches, feet. or yards?! Let's go and 
check it out! Steph 
I wonder what that last personal was about. 
Don't you think it was disguised so cleverly? 
It's really a shame that some girls on this 
campus can only talk and dream about 
it . I guess it's just that no one would care 
to be involved with someone who was so 
insecure she had to measure so she could 
tell her friends. 
Petro, Cappi, Digger, Wengie, and Guido: 
Florida bound' Only 3 more daysl YA-
HOOOOI!! Psyched fo rsome fun and lost 
of sun-we're glad you could make our 
dream come true. Pack your shorts, dust 
off your sunglasses, and we'll see you 
Friday' Gretchen and Brenda 
To the GREAT Manager and Coach of the 
Dover Hockey team-Great playing last 
nightll Hope you weren't too nervous. Love 
LC xoxoxo 
Zena and Laura-Long time no personals!! 
I'm glad you both had fun weekends. Z, 
I can't wait for you get back with your golden 
tan . Then you 'll be ready for our contest 
(if we are still going to have it even if Laura 
doesn't participate). By the way, is the 
newe$t issue out yet? We need some more 
ideasl! Laura, I plan to come back with some 
good stories for you after spring break! 
We will definitely have to set aside some 
time for drinks after break. Doing homework 
every night is just not our style! Kath 
E:kt:,y-1 11upe you get your vIsItor tonight!! 
Laura will sleep on the couch! 
Lisa S.-How's your love life??? Any more 
news about your favorite bartender? KJ, 
Hi Kelly, Don't try to pick up any more losers, 
ok?? 
Zena-I can't believe the things you have 
been doing lately!! Where do you get the 
ideas??? 
Jon-Happy Birthday a little late!! Thanks 
for not inviting me to your party. Kathy 
Laura-Thanks for inviting me to Jon's party 
even though you weren't invited!! Don't 
worry, I don't hate you even if everyone 
else does. KJ, (I need a drink after this 
week) 
Susie B. and Bart G.-Good luck on your 
test Thursday' I'm sure you 'll both get A's 
after all the studying you've done. Kathy 
HELP 
I want a tan, tool Ride wanted to and from 
Florida (West Palm Beach Area) for Spring 
break. Willing to share driving and gas 
expenses. Call 862-2426 or 868-9806 ask 
for Paula or leave name and number 
Ride needed to Montreal anytime this week. 
Will share driving and expenses. Please 
EELRAK, Remember where we were four · call 868-6137 
months ago today (3/11 )? Hint: wet. Love, ---------------
Zeus. Kris- My mistake. By the time you have 
COLOR ANALYSIS AND BEAUTY FA-
CIAL-Only $20 find out your natural skin 
tone color, make up shades, how to color 
coordinate your wardrobe., Be happier this 
spring. call 659-2268 Or 431-1979 
read this you will be displaying parts of 
yourself naked for the first time in years!! 
A true oral incident' 
It sure feels good to be a Durham resident 
finally. And it is all quite worth being 'filched' 
(and fun!). · 
Balfour College Rings-
, Something To \\Tite 
· HomeAbout! 
(AndA Way To Dolt!) 
FREE! 
A.T. Cross Pen 
and Pencil Set-
A $34 Value! 
Purchase any men's or 
women's 14 karat or 10 
karat gold Balfour College 
Ring, and receive a Black 
Classic A. T. Cross pen and pencil 
set-free. 
Your Authorized Balfour Representative: 
Jim O'Brien 
March 12 and 13 
10:00 a.m. - 3 :00 p.m. 
Memorial Union Building 
Offer Expires: 
March 13, 3:00 p.m. 
OIBalfour®College Class Kings 
No one remembers in so many ways. 
.... 
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TASk TIP OF THE DAY 
While physics books contain many specific formulae, the 
broader so-called uLaws of Nature" must be understood 
in order to grasp the general overview of physics. Virtually 
all specific formulae in physics are derivations of the "basic 
________ ISLAM _______ _ 
. laws." 
~ HAMPTON BEACH, N.H. 
Q? . 
JOIN OUR CREW! We're reopening for our 9th season and looking 
.to fill full and part-time openings in a fun, fast paced atmosphere. 
people, interpreted by Judea- . 
Christians makes room for 
racism," said Assi . 
He said most other religions 
were based on exclusivism, a 
form of discrimination, while 
Islam was based on inclusivism, 
causing the whole world to 
emerge into the Islamic context. 
The hundred of millions of 
(continued from page 2) 
Moslems througlrout each con-
tinent, Assi said, proves that 
the nature of Islam is to "break 
existing hurdles of discrimina-
tion." 
In his defense of Islamic 
"differentiation" between the 
roles of men and women, Assi 
said that despite the fact that 
Moslem women are not entitled 
to the.same inheritances as men, 
and their roles in society are 
restricted to childrearing and 
homemaking, there is no dis-
crimination involved. 
Unlike the exploitation of 
women that goes on in North 
America, Islamic women are 
regarded with respect within 
their society, he said . 
McDonald's offers a good starting wage (with regular reviews), on-
the-job training, and many other benefits. All shifts are available as 
well as flexible scheduling. 
--------SEARCH--------
We are a seasonal restau.rant and will accept applications for those 
who are looking for summer employment. Person who will be in the 
Hampton area thru September may apply to the Manager Monday thru 
Sunday from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., starting March 11th at: 
Central Michigan University; 
Robert Landen, dean of the 
College of Liberal Arts and 
professor of History at the 
University of Tennessee; 
(continued from page 1) 
Arts and Sciences and professor 
of Geology at Georgia Mason 
University and; 
Richard Hersh, vice president 
for research and professor of 
Duuca.tion. at the Univcr.:,ity of 
immediate. Before any official 
announcement can be made 
President Haaland will offer the 
candidate the job and wait for 
his acceptance. 
No phone calls please. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer. 
McDONALD'S 
Ocean Blvd. & "D" Street 
Hampton Beach, NH 
David Steinberg, former vice 
president and university secre-
tary at Brandeis University; 
Donald Eckelman, dean of 
Oregon. 
Wilcox said the announce-
ment of their choice will not be 
"I'd be surprised if it ( the 
announcement) was later than 
the end of this month," Wilcox 
said. 
------------------~----CREDITGETTER,BOX1091,SHALIMAR,FL 32579 I 
I 
Now YOU can have two of the most recognized and accepted cred it cards 
in the world .. .\/lSA and Mastercard credit cards ... "in your name." I YES! I wa~t VISA1'MasterCar~credit I I cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100% I 
I refundable if not approved immediately I EVEN IFYOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT OR HAVE 
BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE' 
VISA and Mastercard, the credft cards yo~ des6rve and need for 
ID, BOOKS, DEPARTMENT STORES, TUITION, ENTERTAINMENT 
I I ·------------· I NAME I ·------------· EMERGENCY CASH, TICKETS, RESTAURANTS, HOTEL & MOTELS, I ADDRESS I . GAS, CAR RENTALS, REPAIRS, AND TO BUILD YOUR CRE[)IT RATINGI I I 
. •------------· Th . · d. d , I CITY STATE ZIP ·• 1s ,s the ere ,t car program you ve been hearing about 
on national television and radio as well as in 
magazines and newspapers coast to coast. 
•---------=-~~-• I -PHONE SOC. SECURITY II I 
·------------• 
Hurry ... fill out this card today .. Your credit cards are waiting. I SIGNATURE I 





HOUSING DEPOSITS FOR 
ALL STUDENTS PLANNING 
TO LIVE ON-CAMPUS 
NEXTYEARAREDUEON 
















FORGET THE FUSS ... 
RIDE WITH US ... 
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Carlin sparkles in gymnasts' win over Huskies· 
Senior co-captain Laura Cavanaugh(abo-~~) duri~iher beam routine Saturday afternoon 
against UConn.(Dave Drouin photo) 
Ski team seventh at NCAA's 
By Marc Micciche 
Mike Hussey's ninth place 
finish in the five kilometer cross 
country event was good enough 
to earn him a spot on the All-
American team. Only the top-
10 competitors in -each disci-
pline attain this honor. 
meet," he added. 
Despite Wyoming's 1,2,3 
sweep, three top-25 results gave 
the alpine women a "strong" 
fifth in the SlaJom competition. 
Nancy Gustafson, who qual-
ified for both Slalom and Giant 
Slalom, suffered an arm injury 
during a training run. She was 
year (7th nationa·lly; 3rd in 
East), they scored more points. 
UNH also had three more 
qualifiers this year, sending a 
full complement of 16 racers. 
Schools are limited to eight men 
and eight women, divided be-
tween Nordic and Alpine 
events. 
By Steve Langevin 
It was all so fitting. 
Senior co-captain Diane Car-
lin shattered the UNH school 
record in the all-around, with 
a personal best score of 37.50, 
as the Wildcat gymnasts rolled 
past the University of Connec-
ticut 177.1-168.2 Saturday in 
the final regular season home 
meet of the season and in the 
careers of the seniors, to whom 
it was dedicated. 
That score could give Carlin 
the ECAC Gymnast of the Week 
Award for the second straight 
week. The school record was 
previously held by.Jayne Dean 
who scored a 36.95 last year. 
"It was Diane's best meet 
ever," said UNH head coach 
Gail Goodspeed. "She wasn't 
overscored at all. I'm glad she 
could do it in this meet because 
it was dedicated to her and the 
rest of the seniors." 
Carlin won every event, scor-
ing 9.4 on the vault, the uneven 
bars and the floor exercise, and 
9.1 on the balance beam. Her 
floor routine was the final 
performance of the meet and 
with all eyes on her she nailed 
a double-back which brought 
the crowd to its feet. 
The other two seniors, Laura 
Cavanaugh and Kim Sonier, had 
highs of 9.1, Cavanaugh's com-
ing in the vault and Sonier's 
coming on the bars. · -
"Laura landed her front-
handspring front and Kim fi-
nally hit her set on bars," said 
Goodspeed. 
The Wildcats swept-the first 
four spots in the vault, witli · 
Sonier and Peggy Donovan 
finishing behind Carlin and 
Cavanaugh. A.lso freshman Jes-
sica Downey threw her first 
front-handspring front in com-
"Everyone did what was ex-
pected of -them in the vault," 
said Goodspeed. "AFso, although 
Jessica didn't land her vault, now 
she has tried it in a meet." 
The team's performance on 
bars also pleased Goodspeed, 
as the three seniors took first, 
second and third. 
The Wildcats took four of the 
top five positions on the floor, 
including a third place finish 
for Downey with an 8.85. Ca-
vanaugh placed second behind 
Carlin with an 8.9 and Sonier 
finished fifth. 
However it is the beam that 
Goodspeed feels will be the key 
in the upcoming ECAC and 
Regional tournaments. "We'll 
be doing extra trammg on beam 
for the ECAC's and the Region-
als," said Goodspeed. "I hope 
that we can hit our routines in 
those two meets." 
On Saturday three of the six 
UNH competitors stayed on for 
their whole routine. Jill Miller 
was second behind Carlin with 
an 8.95 and Donovan took 
fourth with an 8.65. 
"Jill had some wobbles but 
still stayed on," said Goodspeed. 
"I was also pleased with fresh-
man Nancy Doherty who fell 
only once in her first compe-
tition." 
UNH (12-9) hosts the ECAC 
Championships Saturday after-
r1oon at 1:00. The Wildcats, 
winners of nine in a row, are 
the defending champs and are 
seeded number one. The other 
four teams in their seeded order 
are UConn, Northeastern, Cor-
nell and UMass. 
'.'We have defeated all those 
teams during the regular sea-
son," said Goodspeed, "but 
things can be different in a 
tourney." This and two other top-20 results put the UNH nordic men 
in a very respectable fourth 
place. 
petition. unable to compete. 
The competition at this level -----------------------------------------is intense. Many of the compet-
~~~~•~:~;~;::n~0p:~~~~Ski NCAA Ski Championships "Strong" is the key word according to women's head coach Lex Scourby. "Hussey's, 
Sullivan's and Sweeney's (fin-
ishes) were the strongest in a 
very longtime," Scourby said · 
yesterday. In terms of best places 
or most points scored, "the 
men's cross and women's slalom 
were our strongest races of the 
A small mistake or an "off 1------'---------------------==----------=------11 day" might mean the difference 
between a third and a fourth 
place during the carnival season. 
Here, it could cost four or five 
team places. 
Although the Wildcats' final 
standing are the same as last 
----M.HOCKEY----
:conrinued from page 20) 
(9-37-46), Dan Muse (24-20- and off the ice. 
44), Tim Hanley (22-18-40), The future appears in good 
Ralph Robinson (12-27-39), hands as the Wildcats got strong 
and Steven Leach (12-25-37). performances from Tim Han-
Senior defenseman David Lee ley, Steve Leach and Mike Ros-
closed out a probable All-East setti. Both Leach and Hanley 
season by quarterbacking the will earn strong performance-s 
team during the playoffs and for Rookie -of-the-Year. Al-
playing 30-40 minutes. though neither have the scoring 
For Seniors Dan Muse, Ralph stats of Ken Hodge or Jon 
Robinson, Brian Byrnes, Scott Morris, they had solid offensive 
Ellison, Dwayne Robinson, Dav- and defensive seasons. 
id Lee and Bruce Gillies it was Finally, happy birthday to 
a tough end to a tough season. David Lee, Dwayne Robinson 
However, they led by example and Scott Brown this week• 
all season, and showed class on 
----W.HOCKEY-----
-<conrinued from page 20) 
for a total of 107 points. 
"They are tremendous," said 
McCurdy. "In my opinion, 
they're the best line in this 
league. They carried this team." 
"I look at our sophomore class 
this year and how they im-
proved. I' 11 look for some very 
good hockey from these kids-
tqey)\ \<,ee_p_ge.tt_i(?.g ~et~~(' ... _ 
"This was a Cinderella team," 
said McCurdy. "You don't us-
ually think of UNH as a Cin-
derella team, either," he 
chuckled. "I didn ' t think we'd 
be here." 
" We have a lot to be proud 
of. Pound for pound, this team 
exceeded my expectations. 
We' re going to be chasing that 
title again," McCurdy smiled. 
."We'·II win it, too." · 
Men's Giant Slalom Women's Giant Slalom 
1) Foote Dart. 1) Melander Wyo. 
2) Melander UVM 2) Lacasse Utah 
3) DeChamps Dart. 3) Simning Wyo. 
4) White Wyo. 4) Caldwell UVM 
5) Eriksson Wyo. 5) Madsen Colo. 
29) Brickson UNH 21) Lewis UNH 
33) Johnson UNH 26) Sickels UNH • 
34) Turner UNH 
Women's 7.Sk 
Men's 15k 
Overall Team Results 
1) Petty Colo. 
1) Aalberg Utah 2) Krogstad UVM 
2) Boonstra UVM 1) Wyoming 764 3) Thompson Dart. 
3) Welk UVM 2) Utah 744 4) Stenberg N.M. 
4) Likly UVM 3) UVM 721 5) Peikli-Randall Wyo. 
5) -Kemppi N.M. 4) Dartmouth 599 26) Benoit UNH 
9) Hussey UNH 5) Colorado - 595 29) Milligan UNH 
14) Sweeney UNH 6) New Mexico 591 31) Haines UNH 
18) Sullivan UNH 7) UNH 368 33) Warner UNH 
32) Poulin UNH 
Men's Slalom Wome11:'s Slalom 
1) Durtschi Utah 1) Melander Wyo. 
2) Bjoerne Utah 2) Ahola Wyo. 
3) Delliquadri Dart. 3) Simning Wyo. 
30) Wescott UNH 15) Sickels UNH 
32) Johnson UNH 23) Lewis UNH 
25)Stokes UNH 
Men's Relay y.romen's Relay 
Sullivan, Hussey and Sweeney Benoit, Milligan and Haines 
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Sports 
Women's hockey edged4-2 inECAC final 
By J. Mellow 
Bottom of the ninth, score is 
tied. Bases loaded, full count. 
UNH is up at bat .. 
The support was there, the 
talent was there; but so was PC. 
_The women's ice hockey team 
closed out its season at 18-3 with 
a.4-2 loss to Providence College 
in the final game of the ECAC 
Championship Sunday. 
UNH had split with Provi-
dence 2-2 in regular season play, 
the latest game being a 4-3 
overtime win at Schneider Ar-
ena February 16. 
The Wildcats went into the 
fin~ I '-FFcled first and after 
defeating Brown University 5-
3 Saturday in the semi-final 
round. 
But the puck just wouldn't 
bounce UNH's way. 
"They (the women) gave it 
their all-we just couldn't quite 
match them on goals," said head 
coach Russ McCurdy after the 
game. "I would have liked for 
the kids to win a title. They came 
so close." <I 
After a scoreless first period,-
Providence opened the scoring 
just 1 :03 into the second period 
__ when PC's Lori Marotta re-
ceived a pass from -linemate Lisa 
Brown in the corner and put it 
by UNH goalie Cathy Narsiff. 
UNH held the Friars off 
through a rash of penalties, 
including a four-on-three PC 
advantage, only for PCs Annie 
Boule to score at 10:05. 
Yet a goal by Sophomre Janet 
Siddall just over a minute later 
. tightened the gap, and a power 
play, on-ice shot from the point 
by co-captain Lauren Apollo at 
13:24 found its way in under 
Mussey to end the period in a 
2-2 tie. 
PC tallied again at 9:"34 of the 
third period with a shot that 
deflected into the upper corner 
of the net off the pads of goalie 
Narsiff to put the Friars up by 
one. 
Yet UNH kept the pressure 
on until PC's Cindy Curley 
tallied at 14:44 to break the 
Wildcat's momentum. And des-
pite a two-up advantage in the 
final minutes, UNH didn't have 
the ·energy to capitalize. 
But according to McCurdy, his 
. team has nothip.g to be down 
about. 
"We had an excellent season," 
McCurdy said. "Thirteen fresh-
men, one junior, two seniors .. .it 
came down to the end of the 
season and we got beaten in one _ 
period." 
"The penalties took a lot out 
of us," said McCurdy, alluding 
to the six penalties called on 
UNH during the course of the 
game. "We couldn't quite ride 
our.the storm and have anything 
left. We had everything we could 
to kill them." 
Goalie Cathy N arsiff was key 
in the loss, turning away 34 Friar 
shots to UNH' s 26 on PC goalie 
Mussey. 
" Cathy played a splendid 
game; there was tremendous 
p5essure out there. We were 
overmatched in a lot of these 
situations and it came ·down to 
her," said McCurdy. 
McCurdy also had praise for 
UNH's top offensive line of 
freshman Cheryl Allwood and 
sophomores Janet Siddall and 
Vivienne Ferry. The line ac~ 
counted for two of the four 
points in the PC loss and it is 
clearly UNH's top, tallying 50 
goals and 5 7 assists this season 
W.HOCKEY, page 19 
" f ,: 
Beth Barnhill(8) shooting on goal against Providence Sunday afternoon,asteammates Katey 
Stone(9) and Sue Hunt(3) prepare for the rebound.(Charles Smith Jr. photo) 
Men's hockey bounced from playoffs 
By Chris Heisenberg 
Perhaps-it was inevitable that 
the UNH hockey playoffs would 
mirror the regular season. A 
tough loss, a clutch win and then 
a bounce of the puck which 
ended the season. 
The end result however is an 
early exit from the Hockey East 
playoffs, after a-7-6 loss, and 
8-4 victory and a 1-0 loss in the 
ten-minute mini-game, to the 
Lowell Chiefs. 
UNH began the weekend 
with a 7-6 loss, despite outshoot-
ing Lowell 4 7 -31, thanks largely 
to Lowell goalie Dana Demole. 
Time and time again Demole 
made the key saves while the 
Chiefs waited for UNH to make 
mistakes. 
Saturday night began as a 
different story. UNH had to win 
in order to get to the mini-game, 
and as they did during the 
season, they won when they ha~ 
to. Behind an intense perfor-
mance from senior Ralph Ro-
binson, and clutch goaltending 
from Bruce Gillies the Wildcats 
evened the series at a game 
apiece. 
However, when Jon Morris 
picked up a bouncing rebound 
and golfed it into the UNH cage, 
the season-long curse showed 
itself again. "It's frustrating," 
Robinson said. "It all comes 
down to a 10 minute mini-game, 
that's it, the whole season. Once 
they got that goal they tightened 
up defensively." 
UNH opened the scoring on 
Friday on a powerplay goal by 
Tim Hanley, but Lowell got 
goals by Tony Lopilato and 
Danny Craig to go up 2-1. UNH 
got a goal by Peter Douris in 
the final minute, but Tom 
Evangelista intercepted a clear-
ing attempt with three seconds 
left, and rifled a slapshot into 
the net with just one second 
remaining in the period. 
Lowell got their next break 
early in the second when UNH 
defenseman David Lee slipped 
on the new ice andJohn Shums-
ki scored on the ensuing break-
away. 
Senior Dan Muse beat De-
mole with a rising shorthanded 
wristshot from inside the blue-
line, then he slammed a Lee 
rebound in for a powerplay goal 
two minutes later for a 4-4 tie. 
Peter Heinze scored off a 
faceoff and Shumski beat Gillies 
with a backhander before the 
period was out to restore the 
two goal margin for Lowell. 
UNH began its comeback in 
the third on a powerplay tally 
by Douris, and nearly got anoth-
er on a Mike_Rossetti breaka-
way , but he was stopped by 
Demole. A minute later Dennis 
McCarroll drove a slapshot 
through Gillies pads for a 7-5 
lead with only 2:45 remaining. 
· While UNH did get a goal from 
Hanley with 12 seconds remain-
ing, it couldn't get any closer. 
Ralph Robinson scoring ,the 
first of his three of the evening. 
After a bouncing rebound, Ro-
binson lifted a backhander over 
the fallen Demole. Morris 
equaled that goal with a pow-
erplay goal of his own, and then 
scored on a three on three 
situation. Douris, Hanley and 
Robinson answered in the first 
period for a 4-2 lead. Hanley's 
goal set a UNH rookie record 
of 22, beating Bob Miller's 1975 
total. 
Morris completed his hat-
trick in the second with a short 
flip into the corner. It was the 
only goal of the sfower second 
period. 
The Wildats iced the win in 
the third on goals by Seniors 
Robinson, Muse and Scott El-
lison, for a 7-3 lead. In the final 
minute Allister Brown and Paul 
Mahan exchanged goals fot the 
8-4 final. · 
After the break for the mini-
game, Lowell came out with an 
aggressive two man forecheck 
which UNH had trouble beat-
ing. In the third minute Shumski 
picked up a loose puck and let 
a short backhander go for the 
far corner. Gillies made the save, 
but the puck bounced right onto 
Morris' stick, and he swept the 
puck in. After that Lowell played 
a defensive game, and the closest 
UNH would come was a Hanley 
• slapshot which glanced off the 
post. 
SEASON NOTES-Sopho-
more Peter Douris led the team 
in scoring with 27 goals and 24 
assists. Classmate James Rich-
mond was next with 21-29-50 
--totals followed by Peter Herms 
·Steve Leach ( 11) fires on Lowell netminder Dana Demole during the playoff games played 
Friday and Saturday at Snjvely.(Dave Drouin photo) 
In the second game UNH 
came out very intense with M.HOCKEY, page 19 
